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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals Of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2550 
MINNIE G. WHITEHEAD, EXECUTRIX OF R. D. 
WHETEHEAD, DEOEASED, Plaintiff in Error, 
. versus 
PLANTERS B.A.NK AND TRUST COMP ANY. Defendant' 
in Error. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR 
To the Honorable Chief Justice and .Associate J'l1r$tices qf t1ie 
Supreme Court of .A.ppeal,s of Virginia: . . 
Your petitioner, Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. 
Whitehead, deceased, respectfully represents that she is ag ... 
grieved by a final jud~ent of the Circuit Clourt of Pittsyl-
vania County, Virgima, entered on the 22nd day of Sep-
tember, 1941, in a notice of motion for judgment pending in 
said court, in which Planters Bank arid Trust Company of 
Chatham, Virginia., was the plaintiff, and your petitioner was 
one of the defendants. A transcript of the record in said 
proceeding is herewith submitted along with this petition as 
a part of the same, from which it will be seen that· judgment 
for the principal sum of $950.00 with interest and cost was 
rendered against your petitioner. 
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2* *THE NATURE OF THE CASE. 
This is a·:notice of motion proceeding, brought by Planters 
Bank and Trust Company of Chatham, in the Circuit Court 
of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, against Foster Rison, Tun-
stall Rison, and William Rison, co-makers on a certain ne-
gotiable note, dated June 12, 19'38, and Minni~ G. Whitehead, 
Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased, as endorser of said 
note. There was no defense to the proceeding so far as the 
makers of the note were concerned, but Minnie G. White-
head, Executrix of R. D. Whltehead, deceased, denied all 
liability on the note. 
DISPOSITION OF THE CASE IN THE TRIAL COURT. 
There was a demurrer and. a special plea :filed by Minnie G. 
Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased, both of 
whic.h were overruled. At the conclusion of all the evidence 
for both plaintiff and defendant, the Court, upon motion of 
the plaintiff, struck out all of the evidence of your petitioner, 
Minnie G. Whitehead, and directed the jury to return a ver-
dict for the plaintiff against the defendant, Minnie G. White-
head, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased, which was ac-
cordingly done. (Tr., p. 74). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
The parties to this proceeding· will be ref erred to as '' plain-
tiff'' and ''defendant'' aecording to the positions respectively 
occupied by them in •the court below. In each instance 
3* where the defendant is referred to, it has reference to 
your petitioner, Minnie G. Whitehead; Executrix of R. D. 
Whitehead, deceased, since your petitioner is the only de-
fendant denying liability .. 
On June 12, 1938, Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, and William 
Rison, three brothers, citizens and residents of Pittsylvania 
County, Virginia, executed a promissory note for the prin-
cipal sum of Nine Hundred Fifty ($950.00) Dollars, payable 
to the order of Planters Bank and Trust Company of Chatham, 
Virginia, sixty days after date, which note was endorsed by 
R. D. Whitehead as an accommodation endorser. The note 
in question is in the following words and figures: viz., 
"Due 8-11-38 
'' CHA.THAM, VA;.., June 12th 1938 
"$950.00 
'' Sixty days after date we promise to pay to the order of 
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PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO., without offset, Negotiable 
and payable at PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO., Chatham, 
Va., Nine Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars 
For value received; we, the makers and endorsers of this 
note hereby waive presentment, demand of payment, protest 
and notice of dishonor, and each of us hereby waive the bene-
fit of the homestead or any other exemption as to this debt. 
If default be made in payment of this note, we, makers .and 
endorsers hereby agree to pay ten per cent additional at-
torney's fee, and we also hereby ~onstitute and appoint either 
C. J. DeBoe, R. A. Duncan or Joseph· Whitehead, our true 
and lawful attorney in fact for the purpose of and do hereby 
authorize either of them, in the event of such def anlt to con-
fess judgment against us in the Clerk's office of the Circuit 
Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, in favor of the holder 
of this note, for the amount then due and the cost including 
the attorney '.s fee herein provided for. We makers and en .. 
dorsers also consent that time for payment of this note may 
be extended beyond date of maturity, without notice to mi 
and without affecting our liability. 
"No. 76727 
''Renewal. 
"'Foster Rison P. 0. 
Tunstall Rison P. 0. 
William Rison P. 0. 
Chatham, Va. R#3 
same 
same'' 
4 * * And on the back of the said note the following words 
and figures appear : viz.~ 
''R. D. WHIT'EHEAD 
'' August 11, 1938. 
'' For value received this note is assigned to Foster Rison, 
Tunstall Rison and William Rison, without recourse · 
''PLANTE,RS BANK & TRUST CO., 
Chatham, Virginia. 
"R. A. Duncan, V. P. 
'' Foster Rison 
Tunstall Rison 
William Rison'' 
On July 31, 1938, R. D. Whitehead died testate, and by his · 
last will and testament named his widow, Minnie G. Whi.te-
head, as sole beneficiary and as his executrix, and the will 
. , . 
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of ·the said R. D. Whitehead was duly probated before the 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, 
and Minnie . G. Whitehead duly· qualified as Executrix on 
August 24, 1938, and settled her final account as such Execu-
trix on the 28th day of February 1940, and the same was ~p .. 
proved by a decree of court in the suit of Minnie G. ,White-
head et als v. J. Hurt Whitehead et als, on the 19th day of 
April 1940. (Tr., pp. 63 and 43). 
On or about August 11, 1938, which was the due date of 
the note herein sued on, Foster Rison, acting on behalf of 
himself and as agent for his co-makers, went into the Planters 
Bank & Trust Company with a view of renewing said note. 
The interest on said not~ was paid by Foster Rison to R. A. 
Duncan, Vice President, but the note was not renewed: ac-
cor~ng to the testimony of R. A. Duncan,. for the reason that 
the bank offi.cials had not definitely decided how they wished 
the· transaction to be handled. R. A. Duncan further testified 
that on August 25, 1938, the note was assigned for value re-
.ceived and without recourse by the Planters Bank & Trust 
Company to *Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison and William 
5* Rison, the assignment itself dated August 11, 1938, as will 
appear from an assigmnent written on the back of the 
note in the following words and figures : viz., 
'' August 11, 1938 
'' For value received this note is assigned to Foster Rison, 
Tunstall Rison and William Rison, without recourse. 
"PLANTERS BANK & TRUST COMP ANY 
Chatham, Virginia 
R. A. Duncan, V. P. '·' 
The makers of the said. note, who as stated were Foste t· 
Rison, Tunstall Rison and William Rison, re-endorsed it, and 
at the same time executed a renewal Dl)te on what is com-
monly known as a collateral form note ttJ the bank, and placed 
the note that had been assigned to them by the bank up as 
collateral security with said collateral note. · 
On September 10, 1938, a letter was addressed by the plain-
tiff to the defendant in which it was stated that the note was 
being handled as indicated above, and that the renewal was 
being taken from the makers on a coilateral form note; that 
is to· say that a collateral form note was executed in renewal 
of the original note upon which R. D. Whitehead was en-
dorser, and the original note upon which R. D. Whit,ehead 
was endorser that had been assigned to the makers was put 
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up as collateral security. R.. A. Duncan, Vice President of 
the Bank, testified t4at subsequent to this letter he -had a 
telephone conversation with the defendant, and that he under-
stood from this conversation that the defendant consented 
to the transaction being- handled in this manner (Tr., p. 55). 
The qefendant, when called as a witness onthe:r behalf, denied 
positively that she consented to any such arrangement as · 
Duncan outlined.. * (Tr., p. 64). . 
6* The note was renewed from time to time . by Foster 
Rison, Tunstall Rison and William Rison; but was never 
endorsedi by Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. ,White-
head, deceased, and she disclaimed all liability ori the original 
note, whereupon this notice of motion. proceeding was insti-
tuted for judgment against Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison and 
William Rison, and Minnie G: Whitehead, Executrixl of RD. 
Whitehead, deceased. The defendant filed a demurrer and· a 
special plea to the notice of motion,. the substance of both of 
which was to the effect that since the note sued on had been 
assigned by the payee to the makers of said note, and there 
was a union of· debtor and creditor in the same person, and 
that 'the plaintiff h,ad no legal title to sai~ note for the reason 
that it had been assigned to the makers, and that- the plain~ 
tiff was therefore unable to maintain said notiee of motion; 
the defendant took the position that R. D. Whitehead was 
a party secondarily lia.ble on said note, and that his, o bliga-
tion as endorser was exting·uished, and that there was. no 
liability on the part of the defendant. Foster Rison, Tunstall 
Rison and William Rison, the makers of said note, introduced 
no defense, but Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. 
Whitehead, deceased, demurred to said notice of motion and 
filed a special plea as stated above, and also grounds of de-
fense. The trial court overruled the demurrer, and likewise 
the special plea, to whi~h action the defendant duly excepted. 
On September 22, 1941, the case came on to be heard on its 
merits before a jury. Both plaintiff and defendant introduced 
testimony at the trial. At the conclusion of the evidence for 
both plaintiff and defendant, on motion of plaintiff's ,counsel, 
the court struck out the evidence of the defendant, and in-
formed the jury that there was no evidence before them upon 
which they •could base a verdict for the defendant, and 
7* that if a verdict was returned for the defendant, Minnie 
G. Whitehead, ~xecutrix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased, 
the Court would be compelled to set it aside; whereupon, the 
jury, without leaving the bar, returned a verdict against the 
defendant for the full amount sued for, as well as the makers 
of the note, upon which judgment was accordingly entered. 
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The evidence_ introduced on behalf of the plaintiff tended to 
show that the purpose of the assignment of the note to the 
makers was to enable the makers to preserve the original 
liability of R. D. Whitehead as endorser for the renewal notes, 
, all .of which evidence was objected to by counsel for the de-
fendant as being a violation of parol evidence rule, and for 
tlie· further reason that it contradicted the writing itself, as 
the assigmnent of the note was in writing, and spoke for itself. 
The plaintiff's witnesses further testified that the note had 
not been proved against the estate of Mr. R. D. Whitel1ead 
in the ez parte settlement of the accounts before the commis-
sioner of a,cconnts, but that the defendant had consented to 
the ma~ner in which the notes ~ere handled, ,,,hicb was em-
phatically denied by the defendant (Tr., p. 64). The evidence 
of Minnie G. Whitehead was positive t~ the effect that she 
never consented to the assignment, nor had anyone who was 
, authorized to act for her to do so. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS. 
FIRST: The trial court erred in no,t sustaining petitioner's 
demurrer and special plea to notice of motion. 
SECOND: The trial court erred in striking out the evi-
denee of the defendant, and directing a verdict for the plain-
tiff. 
THIRD : The trial court erred in allowing, over objections 
of petitioner, *parol evidence to vary the written assign. 
8"' ment on the back of the note, and of the· note itself herein 
sued on. · 
FOURTH: The trial court erred as a matter of' law in 
ruling that the estate of R. D. Whitehead was littble on said 
note, since the said R. D. Whitehead was an accommodation 
endorser, and as such was discharged when an extension of 
time for payment was granted to the makers oi said note with-
out the consent of the said R. D. Whitehead or his personal 
representative. 
FIFTH: The trial court erred in overruling the defend-
ant's motion to set aside the verdict of the jurv as contrary 
.to the law and evidence, and enter up judgment for the de-
fendant. 
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QUE1STION INVOLVED FOR DECISION. 
The sole issue involved in this case is whether or not the 
esta.te of R. D. Whitehead is liable to the Planters Bank and 
Trust Company on the original note, dated June 12, 1938, and 
previously copied into this petition. The co-makers have 
made no defense to this action, and have admitted their lia-
bility. . 
ARGUMENT. 
FIR.ST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: Did the trial court 
err in not sustaining petitioner's demurrer and special plea? 
Your petitioner submits that the trial court erred in not 
sustaining her demurrer and special plea, the substance of 
both of which was to the effect: · 
(a.) Tha.t since the note sued on in this proceeding was as-
signed on * August 11, 1938, to Foster Rison, Tunstall 
9• Rison and William Rison, for value and without recourse, 
the plaintiff had no legal title to the same, and the ref ore 
could not maintain said motion for judgment. 
(b) That the note sued on was discharged, since the makers 
of the note became the holders of the same at or after ma-
turity in their own rig·ht, and by virtue of Section 5'68:l of 
the Code of Virginia, Subsection No. 4, said negotiable in-
strument was discharged. 
( c) That since the note had been assigned to the makers, 
there was a 1mion of debtor and creditor in the same person, 
and that the obligation was extinguished, and that there was 
no liability on the part of th~ defendant. 
It is axiomatic in comn'lercial law that the same person can-
not .be both debtor and creditor on the same obligation. 
Whenever an original obligation is transferred into the hands 
of the original maker, there is a union 0£ debtor and creditor, 
and the obligation becomes extinguished. This proposition 
is well settled. The uncontradicted evidence in this case 
shows that the note sued on was assigned without recourse 
by the plaintiff to Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison and William 
Rison, and petitioner submits that when the assignment was 
made to the makers of the note, that plaintiff divested itself 
then and there of the legal title, and that the plaintiff had • · 
nothing further to do with the note in question. 
Petitioner submits that the estate of R. D. Whitehead is a 
party secondarily liable, and Section 5681 ofi the Code of Vir ... 
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ginia, .Subsection No. 4, provides th~t a negotiable instrument 
is discharged: 
''.4. When the principal debtor becomes the holder of the 
instrument at or after maturity in his own right.'' 
Your petitioner submits that the ruling of the trial court 
is right in the very '"'teeth of the provisions of the Code 
10• ref erred to above, and was clearly erroneous. 
Section 5682 of the Code of Virginia, Subsection 6, 
provides that a person secondarily liable on an instrument is 
discharged: 
'' 6. By any agreement binding upon the holder to extend 
the time of payment or to postpone the holder "s right to ert-
f orce the instrument unless made with the assent of the parties 
secondarily liable, or· unless the right of recourse against 
such party is expressly reserved." 
The attention of the court is called to' the fact that R. D. 
Whitehead died on the 31st day of July 1938; that the note 
sued on became due on August 11, 1938; and that Foster 
Rison, one of the makers, acting, for himself and his brothers, 
went into the Planters Bank and Trust Company with a view 
to renewing· said note, and that the interest on said note was 
then and there paid by Foster Rison to R. A. Duncan, Vice 
President of the Bank, and R. A. Duncan testified that the 
note was not actually renewed then, even though the interest 
was received, but testified that on August 25, 19·38, the note 
was assigned by the Bank to the makers, and that the makers 
reendorsed it, and executed a renewal note from time to time 
until this proceeding was instituted, (Tr., pp. 53 & 56). Pe-
titioner submits that this amounted to an extension of time 
of payment. . 
It is true that the witness, R. A. Duncan, testified that as 
he understood it, that Mrs. Whitehead agreed for the matter 
to be handled in that way, but the question is not what he 
may have understood or believed, but what was the legal 
effect of the ar:rangement in the absence of a specific ·agree-
ment that the notes could be renewed and the time extended. 
In L. R. A. 1918E, pages 17 4-175, we find the following: 
· 11 * 8 '' The transfer of a note to the ma.ker or a bill to the 
acceptor, at or after maturity, extinguishes the instru-
ment; likewise, the payment of a note by the maker or a bill 
by the acceptor, at or after maturity, extinguishes the instru-
ment; after such transfer or payment, the instrument ca~ot 
I l . 
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he reissued .so as to confer any rights . upon the transferee 
as against a party who bad nothing to do with the reiss-q.ance. 
()ne who thereafter takes the instrument takes subject to the 
defense of payment. There can be no recovery against an 
:accommodation maker or a surety. The maker cannot reissue 
the note so as to render an endorser liable to a subsequent 
holder. E:ven though the maker has the note indorsed by the 
payee and transferred to a third perso:p., such person cannot" 
recover of an accommodation maker. • · • • '' 
In the case of Bailes v. Keck, 254: Pa~ {Cal) 573, 51 A. L. ·R. 
930 (1"927), is the following syllabus: 
'' Indorsement and delivery of a negotiable promissory note 
by the payee to one of several joint and several makers, after 
maturity and for· valuable consideration, completely ex-
tinguishes the obligation oi the note, and a subsequent snnilar . 
assignment to a third person does not revive the note so as to 
make another maker liable\ to said holder.'' 
. . 
The facts of our case seem much stronger than that, fol' 
the reason that our note was assigned, not to one of several 
joint makers, but to all joint makers, thus eff eeting a dis-:-
charge beyond all question. 
In 8 Am. J ur. 439, '' Bills and Notes'', Section 785, '' By 
Principal Debtor Becoming Holder", it is said: 
'' The rule that a negotiable instrument is discharged when 
the principal debtor becomes the holder of the instrument 
at or after maturity in his own right was in effect long be-
fore it was enacted as a part of the Uniform Ac.t and has been 
applied, or at least recognized, in numerous cases since such 
enactment.'' 
The same principles are stated in 10 C'. J. S. 1022-102H, Sec-
tion 472, as follows: 
12* *"Under ·the Negotiable Instruments Act, the instru-
ment is discharged when the principal debtor becomes 
the holder thereof in his own right at or after maturity, even 
if the debtor so becomes the holder, through the medium of 
an agent. . Acquisition of the instrument by the debtor in a 
purely representative capacity, however, is not such an ac-
quisition in his own rig·ht as will effect a discharge of the 
instrument. So, where a note is given to its maker as·security 
or collateral for a debt to him, it is not thereby discharged." 
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In the case of Aulwes v. Farmers,. Baffk of Humboldt, « 
S. D. 92, 182 N. W. 528 (1921), the plaintiff. gave his note to, 
the defendant and, as collateral the ref or, gave a note and 
.check of a third pai:ty. After the maturity of the plaintiff's; 
note, the defendant transferred the plaintiff,.s note·, together· 
with the note and check, to the third party for value. The: 
court held that, altl;tough the note a:nd check of the third party 
were intended as eo}J.~teral for the note of the plaintiff, their· 
transfer to the original maker had the unmistakable effect of 
discharging· both the. note und the check. 
In Motor Finance{Jo v. Uni11ersal Motors, 182 So. (La.) 143 
(1938), the conrfsaid in part: 
"• • * «= • The plea as filed in this case has the effect of 
showing that these two notes held by the intervener were dis-
charged in at least two ways; viz., by payment, and by the 
principal debtor becoming the holder of the noteS' after their 
maturity in its own right. • • :IJ • .,, (182 So. a:t 145.) 
To the same effect compare Persky v. Bank of AmeriCf.e. 
Nat . .Ass'n, 256 N. Y. S. 572 (1932), ancl Swm.ner v. Osborne,. 
101 Fla. 7 42, 135 So. 513 (1931). 
In In re. Estate of Mathews, 134 Neb. 607, 279 N. W. 301 
{1938), the facts were thus: The Continental Mortgage and 
Land Company, a corporation, *gave its note to the City 
.1.ia• National Bank of Lincoln, endorsed by White and. 
Mathews who owned all the stock of the corporation. 
Mathews died and White, by special agreement with the note-
holder, undertook to realize on certain collateral pledged for 
the note. When his security had been exhausted, the holder 
of the note executed a personal release to Whlte and then 
transferred the notes to him. The court held that the notes 
were transferred to White not individually, hut as president 
of· the Continental Company, and, since said company had 
been the original maker on said oblig·ations, the effect of the 
transfer was to wipe out the obligation. Thus a claim which 
had been perfected against the estate of Mathews was va-
cated as having been discharged. The entire holding is predi-
cated upon that section of the Negotiable Instruments Law 
which provides that a note is discharged when the principal 
debtor becomes the holder thereof in his own right at or after 
maturity. · 
Endorser Was Relea.sed When Extension of Time .Was 
Granted to Makers. 
The undisputed facts show tha.t, after the death of R. D. 
M. G. Whitehead, Exe., etc., v. Planters iB. and Tr. Co.!' 11 
Whitehe~d and ever since then, the original co-makers have 
executed a renewal note, have paid the interest at stated in-
. tervals, and, in general, have kept the obligation alive. l\tlrs. 
Whitehead has not signed these legal notes in either an 
executorial or individual capacity. 
1Section 5682 of the Code provides : 
'' A person seeondarily liable on the instrument is dis-
charged••••• 
''6. By any agreement binding upon the holder to extend 
the time of payment or to postpone the holder's right to en:. 
force the instrument unless made with the, a.ssent of the party 
secondarily liable, or unless the right of recourse against 
such party is expressly reserved.'' 
14* *'In Harris v. Citizens Bank & Tru.st Co., 172 Va. 111, 
200 S. E. 652, Judge Holt sta.ted the rule, at page 662 
in the following language: 
"In such a case, the general rule is this: 
'' 'When the principal and surety are bound to the credi..; 
tor by a note or other negotiable instrument, if the creditor 
take from the princ.ipal a new note or bill of exchange for the 
debt, falling due after the period when the original obliga~ 
tion matures, this g~nerally amounts to an extension of time 
and discharges the surety.' Brandt Suretyship Guaranty, 
Vol 1 ( 3rd Ed.) section 398." 
In State Savings Bank v. Baker, 93 Va., page 514, Cardwell, 
J., says: 
In the case of Dey v. Martin, 78 Va. 1, it was said by Lewis, 
P.: "There is no doubt that, by the indulgence gTanted the 
maker of the note, the appellee as endorser thereon was dis-
charged An endorser of a note is a surety for the maker; 
and the doctrine is well established that any change in the 
contract, however immaterial, and even although it be for 
his advantage, discharges the surety, if made without his 
consent.'' 
'' An agreement to give time to the principal gives rise to 
the presumption that the surety has been delayed\ or hindered 
in the use of his rights and remedies, which is absolutely con-
clusive, and cannot be overthrown by the most convincing 
proof that nothing has really been lost by the delay.'' 
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, When the obligation of the surety is for the debt of the 
principal, if the time of payment is, without the consent of 
the· surety, by a binding agreement between ;the creditor and 
principal, extended for a definit~ time, the surety is dis-
charged. The reason is, that the surety is bound only 'i?Y the 
terms of his written contract, and if. those are varied without 
his consent it is no longer his contract, and he is not bound 
by it. Brandt on Suretyship, section 296; Alcock v. Hill, 4 
Leigh 222; Dey v. Martin, supra; Christian & Gwnn v. Keen, 
80 Va. 369; Bi1;rson v. Andes, 83 Va. 445; Miller v. Stewart, 
9 Wheat. 680; Smith v. United States, 2 Wall. 2.19. 
Counsel for the plaintiff in the lower court contends that 
he has circumvented such a principle by the inclusion 
15• in the note herein sued on ""of the following provision: 
,u, • • • • We makers and endorsers also consent that 
time for payment of this note may be extended beyond date 
of maturity, without notice to us, and without affecting our 
liability." 
In 1egal. parlance this is called a waiver of a discharge,. but 
in fact is it such Y A waiver is usually defined as a voluntary 
and intentional relinquishment of a known right. When the 
instrument containing the known waiver wa.s executed, the 
known. right was not then in existence. The known right did 
not accrue to the original endorser upon: the note, but ac-
crued to another person who was his executrix. Certainly, 
in view of her ·own testimony, she had no intention of for-
feiting her defense·. 
In 67 C. J. 299, section 2, this is said of a waiver: 
. '' A waiv~r, it has been said, can only operate, like a gift, 
in _praesenti. • • • • • '' 
Further in 67 C. J. 299, section 3, it is said: 
"Within the definitions of 'waiver,' to constitute waiver 
there niust be, generally, fiTst, an -existing right, benefit, or 
advantage; secondly, knowledge, actual or constructive, of 
the existence of such right, benefit, or advantage ; and, lastly, 
an actual intention to relinquish it, or such conduct as war-
rants an inference of relinquishment. " * * * * '' 
The undisputed evidence in the case is that R. D. White-
head, the indorser o~ the note, died July 31, 1938 (Tr., p. 63), 
and that the note sued on was dated June li2, 1938, payable 
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sixty day.s after date, making it become due on Augu·st 11, 
1938 (Tr., p. 53); and that the note WllS renewed from time to 
time llll~l this proceeding was brought on the 7th day of 
November 1940. The·note had been renewed any number of 
times between •the date of the death of R. D. White· 
16• hood and the date this proceeding was brought. 
SECOND AlSSIG:NlfENT OF ERROR: Did the trijal 
court err in striking out the evidence oi defendant, and in-
structing the jury tp.at there was no evidence before them 
upon which to base a verdict for the ·de:f endant ! 
Petitioner submits that this was plainly erroneous under 
the well-settled rule in Virginia. 
When the evidence for both plaintiff and defendant had 
been concluded, the trial court, on motion of counsel for plain-
tiff, struck the evidence of the defendant, which petitioner 
thinks was obviou:slv erroneous. · One· of the main eontentiollS 
relied upon by the ·plaintiff in the eourt ,below was that the 
instrument sued on was· not discharged for the reason that 
Mrs. Whitehead bad _e~l)ressly assented to the ·note being 
handled in this way, which amounted to a waiver., and if tr11,e, 
would definitely fix her liability as a person secondarily liable .. 
This was a contention most relied upon by the plaintiff in 
the court below; the main contention of the plaintiff being tbai 
R. A. Duncan, Vice President of the Bank, ha.d addressed a. 
letter. to Mrs. Whitehead on September 10, 1938, andthat Mrs. 
Whitehead had told him over the 'phone that it · would . be 
agreeable with her to handle the · transaction as outlined in 
the letter (Tr., p. 55). The evidence of R. A. Duncan, Vice 
President, and of Minnie G. Wbitehead was directly con-
flicting. Petitioner here sets out the evidence on: this point. 
The Witness, R. A. Duncan, questioned by Mr. :Jones for 
the plaintiff:· · · · · 
Q. Mr. Duncan, after you had written this letter, .(referring 
to the letter of September 10, 1938), informing her of the note 
that Mr. Whitehead was liable on, did you have any conver-
sation *with her in regard to the method of handling 
17* this noteY 
A. I had several conversations with· her following 
that letter. 
Q. Did she agre~ to this method Y . 
A. As I understood it, she agreed for us· to handle it this 
way. I had several telephone conversations with her regard-
ing it over a period of two months • * • :1 * (Tr., p. 55.) 
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The Witness, Mjnnie G. Whiteheads questioned by Mr. 
Hurt for the defendant: 
Q. It has been testified by Mr. Duncan fhat you had a tele--
phone conversation with him in which you agreed that this 
note of Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, and William Rison 's,. 
fot convenience, should oe assigned to the principal makers .. 
Please state if you ever had arr:y SlIC'h ag·reement with Mr .. 
Duncan over the telephone 7 
A. I did not. (Tr., pp. 63 & 64.) 
The attention of the Court is called to the fact that the 
witness, R. A. Duncan, testified that he understood that Mrs ... 
Whitehead agreed that the matter be handled in this way; 
that is, to assign· the original note to the makers, and then. 
·use the original note as collateral (Tr., pp. 55 & 56),. but Mrs. 
Whitehead testified positively that she did not have any such 
agreement with Mr. Dnnean (Tr., p. 63 & 64). This was one 
of the main contentions made by the plaintiff in the court be-
low: That Mrg. Whitehead had consented that the trans-
action be handled as it was handled, which, as indicated, wa.a. 
emphatically denied by Mrs. Whitehead, and as far as the 
,,petitioner knows, this was all -0f the evidence on this 
1s.~ point, and if this evidence was not c.onflic.ting-, then 
, petitioner is at a loss to understand just what is meant 
by a conflict in evidence. . 
If there is one rule of law settled in Virginia beyond all con-
troversy, and settled by a long and unbroken line of decisions 
of this Qourt, it is the rule that the c.onrt must adopt that in-
terpretation most favorable to the party whose evidence it is 
sought to have strucJ{ out, unless it be strained, forced, or 
contrary to reas9n. 
·As we have indicated above, it is difficult to conceive of how 
evidence could be more conflicting- than the evidence which 
we have quoted above, which was the main contention relied · 
upon by the plaintiff, and under these circumstances it is 
flagrant error for the court to strike the evidence of the de-
fendant, and direct the jury to bring in a verdict for the 
plaintiff. 
If it could be considered a jury question, which the de-
fendant does not think it sl1ould be for the reason that we 
earnestly submit that the demurrer should have been sus-
tained; but if it is to be considered a jury question, certainly 
the defendant would have the right to submit her version of 
the case to the jury, under proper instruotions, without inter-
ference from the eourt or from anybody else. 
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Cases could be multiplied indefinitely sustaining petitioner's 
contention with reference to the well-setled rule in Virginia 
in regard to. striking· the evidence. Without attemptng, to 
prolong this petition too much, we will quote from a few of 
the recent cases sustaining the view of your petitioner. 
As stated by Judge Hudg·ins in the Leath case, ''the use 
of' this motion as a means to defeat pla.intiff 's action; should 
be confined and applied only to *those cases in which 
19• it is conclusively apparent that plaintiff has proven no 
cause of action against the defendant." On such a 
motion the plaintiff's evidence must be taken to be true. Sale 
v. Figg; 180 S. E. 173, 164 Va. 402. The latest statement of 
the rule is found in the late case of 1.'hornhill v. Thornhill, 2 
S. E. (2nd) 318, 172 Va. 553, where this is said: 
'' A motion to strike out all the evidence is in substance the 
same a.s a directed verdict; that is, the party making the 
motion is attempting to deprive his opponent of a trial by 
jury. On this point,1 in Green v. Smith, 153 Va. 675, 679; 151 
S. E·. 282, 283, we said: 'A motion to strike out all the evi-
dence of the adverse party is very far reaching and should 
never be entertained where it does not plainly appear that 
the trial court would be compelled to set aside any verdict 
for the party whose evidence it is sought to strike out. ~ 
motion to strike out all the plaintiff's evidence is closely 
analogous to a demurrer to the evidence by the defendant, but 
with this important difference, that upon an adverse ruling 
by the court the defendant is entitled to have submitted to 
the jury both the question of the plaintiff's right to recover 
and the measure of recovery, while a demurrer to the evi-
dence finally takes away from the jury all consideration of 
the plaintiff's right of recovery and submits it to the court. 
" 'In considering a motion to strike out all the plaintiff's 
evidence, the evidence is to be c-0nsidered very much as on a 
demurrer to the evidence. All inferences which a jury might 
fairly draw from plaintiff's evidence must be drawn in his 
favor; and where there are several inferences whic.h may be 
drawn from the evidence, though they may differ in degree 
of probability, the court must adopt those most favorable to 
the party whose evidence it i$ sought to have struck out, un-
less they be strained, forced, or contrary to reason. Dove 
Co. v. New River Coal Co., 150Va. 796,143 S. E. 317; Lim-
baugh v. Commonwealth, 149 Va. 383, 140 S. E. 133; Goshen 
Furnace Corp. v. Tolley's .Adm'r, 134 Va. 404, 114 S. E. 728.' " 
The above quotation from the Thornhill case was taken 
from the leading case of Green v. Smith., 153 Va. 675, 151 S. E. 
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282, ~83. The Green case was again affirmed in the late case 
of Boulevard Apartments, J.nc. v~ Evoos, decided April 21, 
1941·, and reported in 14 S. E. (2nd) 310. -The identical para-
·graphs quoted above were quoted again with approval, in 
the Boulevard Apartm~nts case. 
20• *The latest case on this subject is that of Btoakton-v. 
City of Charlottesville, 16 K E. (2nd) (Va.) 376, 377 
(Advance ,Sheets, October 9, 1941). There Mr. Justice Brown-
ing summarized the law as follows : 
"We have stated the rule by which courts in the State are 
to be g·overned in determining the effect of" striking the evi-
dence of .the plaintiff.. In Thornhill v. Thornhill, 172 Va. 553, 
557, 2 S. E. 2d 318, 320, we said: . 
" ' "In considering a motion to strike out all the plaintiff's 
evidence, the evidence is to be considered very much as on a 
demurrer to the evidence. All inferenees which a jury might 
fairly draw from plaintiff's evidence must be drawn in his 
favor; and where there are several inferences which may be 
drawn from the evidence, though they may differ in degree 
of probability, the court must adopt those most favorable to 
the party whose ~vidence it is sought to have struck out, un-
less they be strained, forced, or contrary to reason. Dov·e 
Co. v. New River Coal Co., 150 Va. 796, 143 S. E. 317; li,m-
baugh v. Commonwealth, 149 Va. 383, 140 tS. E. 133; Goshen 
Furnace Corp. v. Tolley's .A.dm'r, 134 Va. 404, Ui4 S. E. 728~'' 
( Green v. Smith, 153 Va. 675, 679, 151 S. E. 282, 283).' " 
THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: · Did the trial court 
err in allowing, over objections of petitioner, parol evidence 
to vary the written assignment on the back of the note, and of 
the note itself herein sued on f 
The Witness, R. A. Duncan, Vice President of the Bank, 
was permitted to answer, over the objection of the defendant, 
the following questions : 
Question by Mr. Jones : 
"Q. 'Mr. Duncan, after you pad written this letter to Mrs. 
Whitehead, informing· her of the note that Mr. Whitehead 
was liable on, did you have a.ny conversation with her in re-
gard to handling the note f' 
'' A. 'I had several telephone conversations with her fol-
lowing that letter.' 
'' Q .. 'Did she agree to this method f' 
'' A. 'As I understood it, she. agreed for us to handle it· this 
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way. I had :several telephone conversations with her regard-
ing it over a period of two months.' n ( Tr .. , p. 55.) _ 
21 • ~This question was objected to by counsel for defend .. 
ant, for the reason that it was hearsay; and for the 
further reason that it sought to vary and contradict the 
terms of the note itself; and for the further reason that if 
Mrs. Whitehead <4d agree to it, it should have been in writing; · 
and for the further reason that no founda.tioil. had been laid 
for the question. .. 
The Witness, R. A. Duncan, wa:s also asked thls question by · 
Mr. J"ones: 
''Q. 'Now, Mr. Duncan, there is one~thing that I would like 
to ask you---That letter appears to have been written to Mrs. · 
Whitehead on September 1~, 1938, and the 'date of the. assign-
ment of thls 'note is Aug11st 11, 1938, which is almost a month 
before this letter was written. Please explain that .. ' 
'' .A. 'As I recall this particular transaction, Mr. F<;>ster 
Rison broug·ht the interest in on the note, possibly within two 
or three days after it was due, and at' that time we were un-
decided as to'how we would handle it all. I took the interest 
he paid me, and pinned it to the note, and it was not renewed 
for thirty days or more later, so that when the assi~ent 
was.made, it was dated back to the due date of the original 
note.' " (Tr., p. 56.) 
Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead objected to this question and 
answer for the reason that it contradieted the writing itself, 
and the witness was permitted to answer the same. · 
There were a number of other objections to testimony as 
set.out in the Transcript_ of the Record (Tr., pp. 57, ·48 and 48) 
which petitioner will not set out in detail, by which it can 
rea.dily be seen by reference to the pages of the record· re-
f erred to. · 
Petitioner submits that the rule of law is fi.rmlv established 
that . parol evidence cannot vary the terms of a written as-
signment. In 7 Michie's Digest, page 901, under the heading, 
''Pa.rol Evidence'' is the following: 
22~ *"The terms of a written assignment of a bond can 
not be altered by parol evidence. Houston v. McNeer, , 
40 W. Va. 365, 22 S. E. 80. 
''Nor the Terms of a Deed of assignment - - - - - - - In 
an action of debt upon a note the defendant will not be per- .. 
mitted to prove by oral testimony that a deed · of assignment 
was delivered to and accepted hy the grantee for a purpose 
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contradictory of the terms and provisions expressed theTeiu .. 
Myers Vr Taylor., 64 w .. Va .. 56', 61 s. E. 348 .. 
'' And 'Phi~ ,Applies to Assignments without Recourse. - -
HOOtSton v~· lf{.cNeer, 40 W .. Va. 365s 22 S. E. 80;.'" · 
. . 
FOURTH~':ASSIGNl\fENT OF ERROR: Did the triall 
court err as a matter of law in ruling that the estate·of R. D .. 
· Whitehead was liable on the notef 
Petitioner submits that the uncontradicted proof shows that 
the note was renewed from time to time by the makers, with-
out the consent of your petitioner. When the case was tried 
in the lower court, counsel for the plaintiff contended that 
the Iangnage in the note : 
'~We, the makers and endorsera, aiso consent that time for 
payment of, this note may be extended beyond date of ma-
turity without notice to us, and without effecting our lia-
,bility - - - - - - _,, 
was ample authority for the note to be renewed without the 
consent of the endorser. 
Petitioner submits that such is not the law in Virginia. 
Petitioner does not believe that the language quoted could 
be construed by any possible stretch of the imagination to 
mean that the note could be renewed indefinitely by the 
makers, and as heretofore pointed out on pages 13, .14 and 15 
of this brief, and particularly what is said on page 15 of this 
petition, applies equally forcefully here. The plaintiff in the 
lower court contended that the language in the note consti-
tuted a "waiver;,., but as petitioner *m1derstands the 
23* law, a waiver is defined as a "voluntary and intentionaI 
relinquishment of a known rig·ht,' 1 and certainly in 
view oi petitioner's own testimony, she had no intention of 
forfeiting any of her defense. Petitioner here refers to pages 
14 and 15i of this petition as equally applicable to this assign-
ment of error. 
As heretofore pointed out, the note sued on was dated ,June 
12, 1938, a.nd was due sixty days after date, which was August 
11, 1938, and R. D. Whitehead died on July 31, 1938, all of 
which facts were fully known to the plaintiff. Petitioner 
earnestly submits that it is universally recognized by all of 
the courts that an endorser's contract is a conditional con-
tract. It is different from the contract of the maker of a 
note, as the contract of the maker of a note is unconditional, 
but the c·ontract of an endorser, as stated, is a conditional 
contract, and there are certain steps necessary to fix the 
liability of an endorser, transforming it from a conditional 
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contract to an absolute obligation. These steps were not 
taken by the plaintiff in this case. As heretofore pointed 
out, under Section 5682, subsection 6, of the Virginia Code, 
and particularly under Section 5681, subsection 4, of the 
Virginia Code, which provides that a negotiable instrument 
is discharged: 
'' 4. When the principal debtor becomes the holder of the 
instrument at or after maturity in ·his own right.'' 
If · the plaintiff considered the estate of R. D. Whitehead 
liabl~, why, we ask, was it that the debt was not proved 
against the estate of R. D. Whitehead 7 The undisputed proof 
in the record shows that the note sued on waE, never proved 
against the estate of R. D. Whitehead (Tr., p. 73). While 
the learned trial court thought differently, and instructed 
the jury "that the plaintiff was not required to prove 
24 • his account (Tr., p. 73), we think the trial court was 
·clearly in error. This question was asked Mrs. White-
head by her counsel: 
'' Q. Mrs. Whitehead, please tell the court and jury whether 
or not Planters Bank and Trust Company ever proved the 
notes that were endorsed ag·ainst Mr. Whitehead's estate Y 
"A. No. 
'' Q. Then, as I understand you, Mrs. Whitehead, the bank 
did not prove any of the not-es against your husband, is that 
correct! 
·" A. That is correct."' 
"'Mr. Jorres: We object to that question and answer.. 
"Judge Clement: . Objection sustained.'-' (Tr., p. 72) 
Petitioner submits that there was no ·possible theory upon 
which the objection to this ·cou:ld be ·sustained. 
·Petitioner is at a 1oss to understand what could have been 
more relevant and pertinent to the s'ole issue bef or.e the 
court, whfoh was whether ·oir not the estate ·of R. D. White-
head was liable on tlie note, and the uncontradicted proof 
shows that the note was never proved against t:he estate of 
R. D. Whitehead·; yet the trial ·Court sustained the objection 
·above which. was the sole issue before the court '(Tr., p. 72). 
It is ·apparent tbat if the 'bank had thought Mr. Whitehead 
was .liable on the note sued ,on, the plaintiff ·would certainly 
have proved the note against his estate. 
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FIFTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: Did the trial court 
err in overruling the defendant's motion to set aside the ver-
dict of the jury as . contrary to the law and evidence, and 
enter up judgment for your petitioner? 
Petitioner submits that this motion should have been sus-
tained, for *the reason that there was no evidence be-
25* fore the court upon which judgment could be entered 
ag·ainst your petitioner. . 
The Witness, R. A. Duncan, testified that it was a practice 
fallowed among- banks generally to assign notes to the makers, 
and then use the notes as eolla teral, as was done in this cast:, 
(Tr., p. 58). Your petitioner submits that such is not the 
custom either in this State or anywhere else that your pe-
titioner knows of, and even were it the· custom among banks, 
it would not change the settled law. As petitioner has hereto-
£ ore pointed out, the note sued on was discharged. The 
plaintiff had no legal title to the note, as the legal title to 
the note had been assigned to the makers, and as indfoa ted 
above, irrespective of what the custom may have been, cer-
tainly it would not change the law. 
From what has been said in the discussion of the other 
assignments of error, it is apparent that this motion to set 
aside the verdict of the jury should have been sustained, and 
the verdict of the jury set a~de, and that final judgment 
should ·have been- entered for yoµr petitioner. 
CONCLUSION 
In view of the foregoing assignments of error, it is plain 
from the whole record that the court committed error in en-
tering judgment on the verdic.t of the jury against your 
petitioner. 
Petitioner alleges that a copy of this petition was delivered 
in person to Langhorne Jones, Attorney for the Plaintiff jn 
the court -below, at Chatham, Virginia, on Monday, the 3rd 
day of November 1941, and that in case the writ of error 
and supersedeas herein prayed for are granted, petitioner 
will rely upon this petition as her opening brief. 
26* *Petitioner further alleges that her counsel desires 
to present orally to the Court, or one of the J ustioes 
thereof, her reasons for asking the review of the judgment 
herein complained of, and that the orig·inal of this petition 
is to be filed with Honorable· George L. Browning, a Justice 
of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, with the re-
quest that oral argument by counsel for petitioner be heard 
by him at such time and place as may suit his convenience, 
not earlier than the 12th day of November 1941. 
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For the· reasons set forth . in the foregoing petition, pe-
titioner prays that she may be awarded a writ of error and . 
.super$edooS to the judgment of the Circuit Court of Pittsyl-
vania County, Virginia, complained of, and that said ju4g-
ment may be reviewed and revers~d by this Honorable Coul"t, 
and futal judgment -entered for yioiir petitioner .. 
Respectfully: 
·MINNIE G. WHITEHEAD, 
Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased. 
By EITGENE C. HURT, JR., 
Counsel .. 
EUGENE 0. HURT, JR., ot ~tham., Virgin~ 
Counsel for Petitioner. 
CERTIFICATE 
I, Eugene C. Hurt, Jr., of Chatham, Virginia, an attorney 
practicing in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do 
certify that in my opinion the ·judgment complained of in 
the foregoing petition ·is e~roneous, and should be reviewed 
by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. , 
Given under my hand this· the 1st day of November 1941 .. 
Rec'd 11-4-41 
G. L.B. 
EUGENE C. HURT, JR. 
December 2, 1941. Writ of error and -sulpersedeas awarded 
by the court. No bond required. 
·M. B. W. 
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RECORD 
page fit l ViRGIN!A: 
Pleas ~(or.e the Judge .ot _the Circuit (Jiourt for t'.Eie 
County E>f Pittsylvania, at the Courthouse thereof on Mon-
day the 22.nd day of September !li941. 
Be i( remembeved that, heretofore to-wit~ 
•. 
·, 
'l1t Ure Olerk ;s Office of fqe Circuit Court ior the· County of 
Pitts.yl:va\tla, at the Cou:rthouse thereof on the · 8th day o:li 
November 1940 .. 
This day came the Planters Ba:ilk ~~d Tru~t. Comp~ny and 
filed its Notice oi Motion against' Foster Rison, TunstaU 
Rieon, William Rismn and lfi:Q.nie G. Whitehead, Executrix 
of Estate of R. D. Whitehead, deceased,. which said Notice of 
Motion is in these words : 
i>tE!.'SE TAKE NOTicin r That on the 25th dav of 
November i94o at 1.0 ·o'clock .A.. Mi or as soon theteaiter 
as the same may ·ie h,eard, the undeTsigpe(l will move the Oir-
~uH C!):urt o.f Pi~isyh,.ania .Q..on~tr, yirginla, at the Coprt-
honse thereof at Chatham, V1rgm1a, for a Judgment agamst 
yo_:tt ana . .-~~ch ;Q:f ;you, ,jqi;ntly and severally for the sum of 
·$950.(J() (Nine Hundred Fifty Dollars), with interest thereon 
from day of October _ 1940, until paid ·fJ.nd 10%. at-
torney 's fee and the costs of this prosecution, an of which is 
justly due the undersigned :from you and each of you. 
Said indebtedness is evidenced by a certain negotiable 
protmS.f;!O'fr nqt~ executed. by Foster Ri_son, Tunstall Rison 
and William Rison and payable to the ordei:_ of_ ·Pl3.:nte1rs 
Bank and Trust Company and endorsed by R. D. White-
. . . head for the principal sum of $950.00, said 
page 28 } note being dated June 12th 1938 and being due 
and payable sixty days after date at the Planters 
Bank and Trust Company, Chatham, Virginia, and bearing 
interest from maturity, the undersigned being the holder of 
said note in due course and for value; that in said note and 
as a part thereof the makers and endorsers did by clause in 
writing, waive homestead exemption, as well as presentment, 
.demand, protest and notice thereof a copy of which said note 
together with all endorsements · thereon is hereby attached 
and made a pa.rt hereof as fully and completely as though 
set out in haec verba. 
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That R. D. ·whitehead, the endorser thereof, departed this 
life testate on the day 1938, and by his last 
will and testament duly probated in the Circuit Court of 
Pittsylvania County, Virginia, designated Minnie G. White-
head as executrix thereof, the said Minnie G. Whitehead 
also being the sole bene~ciary, and as such she qualified as 
Executrix under said will before the Clerk of said Court and 
has proceeded to administer said estate, and that by reason 
of said endorsement the e~tate of the said R. D. Whitehead, 
deceased in the hands of said Executrix became· liable there-
for; and 
That in administering the said estate as executrix as afore-
said, the undersigned duly notified her of said note and en-
dorsement and liability and and at the request and with con-
sent of the said executrix a plan was worked out whereby 
the said notes, for convenience could be renewed, without 
the executrix either as such or the said Minnie G. Whitehead 
in her own right would each and every time endorse said re-
newal, that is to say, with consent of the executrix the note 
was assigned to the makers by the undersigned 
page 29 ~ and re-endorsed as a part of the same transaction 
by the makers to the payee in blank, and used as 
collateral as a part of another note executed by the makers 
from. time to time, all of which was with the knowledge, con-
sent and at the instance of the said executru. 
That said note forms a part of the capital employed in the 
business of the undersigned and is taxed as such. 
Given under our hand this the 4th day of November 1940. 
PLANTERS BANK A.~D TRUST COMP ANY. 
By LANGHORNE JONES, Counsel . 
. The following is a copy of the note which was filed with 
the notice of motion, which is in these words and :figures : 
Due 8-11-38 
$950.00 Chatham, Va., June 12, Ir938 
Sixty days after date we promise to pay to the order of 
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO., without offset, Ne-
gotiable and payable at PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO., 
.Chatham, Va., Nine hundred :fi:fty & no/100 Dollars 
· For value received; we the makers and endorsers, of this note 
hereby waive presentment, demand of payment, protest and 
notice of dishonor, and each of us hereby waive the benefit of 
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the homestead or any other exemptions as to this debt. If de-
fault be made in payment of this note, we makers and en-
dorsers, hereby agTee to pay ten per cent additional at-
torney's fee, and we also hereby constitute and appoint either, 
C. R. Turner, R. A. Duncan or Joseph Whitehead, Jr., our 
true and lawful attorney in fact for the purpose of and dp 
hereby authorized either of them, in the event of such default, 
to confess judgment against us in the Clerk's Office of the 
Circuit. Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, in favor of 
the holder of this note, for the amount then.due and the cost 
including the attorney~s fee herein provided for. We, makers 
and endorsers, also consent that time for payment of this 
note may be extended beyond date of maturity, without notice. 
to us and without affecting our liability. 
No. 76727 
.Renewal 
Foster Rison 
Tunstall Rison 
William Rison 
P. 0. Chatham, Va. R. #3 
P. 0. " " 
P. 0. " 
(over) 
page 30 ~ The following is a copy of the endorsement on 
the back of said note, which is in these words : 
R. D. Whitehead 
Aug. 11, 1938 
For value received this note is assigned to Foster Rison, 
Tunstall Rison and William Rison without 1recourse. 
FOSTER RISON 
TlJNSTALL RISON 
WILLI.AM -RISON 
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO. 
Chatham, Va. 
R. A. DUNCAN, V. P. 
The following is a copy of the return on the Notice of 
:Motion, which is in these words : 
Executed on the 7 day of Nov. 1940 by delivering a true 
copy of the within notice to Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, 
Wm. Rison & Mrs. l\finnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of the 
estate of R. D. Whitehead, dec'd, in person within ~Y County. 
A. H. OVERBEY, Sheriff for 
A. H. OVERBEY, Sheriff of Pittsylvania Co. Va., 
M. G. Whitehead, Exe., etc., v. Planters B. and Tr. Co... 25 
page .31 } .And at another day, to-wit~ 
VIRJGINIA..: At a Circuit Court ·crontinned" and h-eld fur the 
County rof Pittsylvania, at the Courthouse thereof on Tues .. 
day the 21st day of January, in the.-yeat our Lord 'One thou.-
sand nine h'UD.dred -a:nd fortY-,:-tme. 
On motion of Minnie G. Whitehead., leave is given her to 
:file her demurrer, grounds · of defense, and pleas in this notice 
of motion proceedings, all of ~hich are accordingly filed. 
The following is a copy of the Demurrer filed in this c-ause 
January 21st, 1941, which is in these words : · 
And the said defendant, Minnie G. Whitehead, comes and 
demurs to said notice of motion as being insufficient in. law., 
:and states her grounds of defense! 
FIRST: There is no sufficient me:rµorandum in writing 
signed by the party to be charged within the meaning of the 
provisions of Section ,5561 of the Code of Virginia: viz.~ 
(a) To charge a personal representative, upon a promise 
to answer any debts or damages out of her own estate; or, 
(b) To charge any person upon a promise to answer for 
the debts, default or misdoings of another. . 
SECOND: That the note sued on in this cause was as· 
signed on August lrl, 1938, to Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison 
and William Rison, for value without recourse. By virtue 
of said assignment contained ori said note the Planters Bank 
& Trust Company has no legal title to the_ same, and. there-
fore cannot maintain said notice of motion. That said as- ' 
signment contained on f4e back of said note upon whicl;L_ this 
notice of motion is based is in the following words. 
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August 11, 1938. 
For value received, this note is assigned to Foster. Rison, 
Tunstall Rison and William Rison, without recourse. 
(signed) PLA.NTE,RS BANK & TRUST CO., 
Chatham, Virginia. 
R. A. DUNCAN, V. P. 
FOSTER RISON · 
TUNSTALL RISON 
WILLIAM RISON 
Z6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
THIRD : That the said negotiable note sued on in tms 
notice of motion, dated J uue 12, 1938, has been discharged,. 
for the reason tlµLt by virtue of the assigmnent contained on 
the back of said note, the principal debtors, Foster Rison, 
Tunstall Rison, anct William Rison became the holders of 
:said. negotiable note kt of after maturity in their own right,. 
and by virtue of ·Section 5681 of the Code of Virginia, suh-
sect:ion ~ o. 4, said negotiable instrument was discharged. 
Wherefore, this respondent prays jndgn1ent fhat she should 
not answer said notice· of motion further, and this she is 
ready t<o verify .. 
MINNIE G.. WHITEHEAD 
' E. C. HURT, JR . .,, 
Counsel 
Jan nary 21, 1941 .. 
The foilowing is a copy of the Grounds· of Defense filed ~n 
this cause January 21st, 1.941, which is in these words: 
The def'endant, Minnie G. Whitehead, comes and says that 
she will rely upon the following grounds of defense in this 
notice of motion proceeding .. 
FIRST: That the defendant., Minnie G. Whitehead, will 
rely upon all of the defenses provable under the 
page 33 ~ general issue, and any defense to said notice of 
. motion that is provable under the general issue 
is here by expressly relied upon. · 
SECOND: That said negotiable note stted on in this notice 
of motion proceeding is discharged pursuant to Section 5681 
of the Code. of Virginia, Subsection 4, for the reason that 
the principal debtors, that is to say, the makers of said ne-
gotiable note, who were Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison and 
William Rison, became the holders of said instrument at or 
after maturity, in their own right, pursuant to an assignment 
written on the back of said original note, which was endorsed 
by th~ said R. D. Whitehead in his lifetime, said assignment 
being in the following words and figures, namely: 
M. G. Whitehead," Exe., etc~, v. Plan~ers ·D. and Tr. Co. 21. 
August 11) 1938. · 
. For value received, this note is assig11ed to Foster Rison, 
Tunstall Rison, and William Rison, without recourse. 
(signed) PLANTERS BANK & TRUiST COMPANY, 
Chatham, Virginia. 
R. A. DUNCAN, V. P. 
FOSTER RISON 
TUNSTALL RISON 
WILLIAM RISON · 
THIRD: That the said R. D. Whitehead in his lifetime 
endorsed said note dated June 12, 1938,' and referred to in 
said notice of motion, and was the ref ore secondarily liable 
on said note, and purs.uant to Section 5682, subsec.tion .5 and 
subsection 6 of the Cod~ of Virginia, was discharged from · 
lia:bilit-y". · 
(a) For the _reason there was a release of the ·principal 
debtors without reservation of recourse against the said R. D. 
Whitehead expressly reserved; and, 
(b) For the reason that the said R. D. Whitehead died on 
the 31st day of July, 1938, and by an agreement 
page 34 ~ binding upon the holder to extend the time ot" 
payment, or to pos~pone the holder's right to en-
force the instrument, all of which was done without the· con-
sent or approval of the said Minnie G. Whitehead, and no 
right of recourse was expressly reserved. That said note 
was renewed by the Planters Bank & Trust Company with-
out the con~ent, knowledge or approval of the said Minnie 
G. Whitehead, several times since said original note was 
executed. 
FOURTH: The defendant emphatically denies that any 
plan was worked out, as alleged in said notice of motion, 
whereby the note sued on in this cause, for convenience, could 
be renewed without the undersigned, either as Executrix of 
the estate of R. D. Whitehead or in her own right; endorsing 
the same, and this respondent ·had no knowledge and did not 
in any way consent for the said -Planters Bank & Trust Com-
pany to assign said note to the. makers, and have the same 
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re-endorse.d as a part of the same transaction by the makers 
thereof, to the said Planters Bank & Trust Company, and 
used as collateral as. a part of ano~er note executed by ~he 
makers of said note herein sued on from time to time. This , 
respondent emphatically demes that t:hi's w~s done wfth her 
knowledge or consent, and at the instan~~ of this respondent 
as· alleged in said notice of motion. This respondent em-
phatically denies that she had a~y knowledge. or in any way 
induced said Planters Bank & Trust Company to make the 
assignment on the back of said note herein sued on. 
. E. C. HURT, JR., 
Ocnmsel 
J anuaty 21; 1941. 
MINNIE G. WHITEHEAD 
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in this cause January 21ist, 1941, which is~ these· 
words: 
The said Minnie G. Whlte~ead, not waiving her demurrer; 
but ~xpressly relying and insisting on the same, and not ~oi1-
!ess~1?-g or . ~ckn_owled~ng all or _any of the ma~ters or things 
m said notice of motion contended to be true m the manner 
aiid fohti as the same ate therein set forth, for plea, never-
theless,. to said nt>tfoe of motion, doth plead and! aver: that, 
Fl~ST: There is no sufficient meinor~dum in writing 
signed by th~ party ~o be charge~ within.th~ meaning of th{j 
provisions of Section 5561 of the Code of Virginia : viz., 
(a) To charge a personal representative, upon a promise_ 
to answer any debts or damages out of her own estate;. or, 
(b) To charge any person upon a promise to answer for 
the debts, default or misdoings of another. 
· SECOND: That the note sued on in this cause was as-
siA'Jled. on August 1!1, 1938; to Foster Rison; Tunstall Rison 
and. William Rison for value without recourse; by virtue of 
said assignment contained on said note the Planters Bank 
& Trust -Company has no leg·al title to the same, and there-
fore cannot maintain said notice· of motion. That said as-
signment contained on the back of said note upon which this 
M. G. Whitehead, Exe., etc.; v. Planters !B. and Tr. °Cc>. Z9 
110tice of motionis basad is in the following words and·fitgares~ 
namely: 
August 1~ 1938. 
For value received, this note is assigned to Foster Rison, 
Tnnstall Rison and William Rison, without recourse. 
(signed) PLANTEBS BANK & TRUST CO., 
Chath!_n;, Virginia. 
R. A. Du~CAN, V. P .. 
FOSTER RISON 
TUNST~ RISON 
WILLIAM RISON 
page 36 } THIRD: That the said negotiable note sued on 
in this notice of motion, dated J uJie 12, 1938, has _ 
been discharged, for the reason that by virtue of the assign .. 
ment contained on the back of said note, the principal debtors, 
Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, and William Rison became the 
holders of said negotiable note at or aft~r maturity in th~ir 
own right, and by virtue oti Section 5681 of the Code of Vir-
ginia, subsection 4, said negotiable note was disehar~. 
Wherefore this respondent prays jJidgment trutt she shofild 
not answer said notice of motion further, and this she is 
ready to verify. 
MINNIE G. WHITEHEAD 
E. C. HURT, JR., 
Counsel 
January 21, 1941. 
And at another day, to-wit: , 
VIRGINIA:: At a Circuit Court eon tinned an<l held for the 
County of Pittsylvania, at the Courthouse thereof on Sat"nr-
day the 2nd day of August, in the year; of our Lo-rd one thou- . 
sand nine hundred and forty-one. 
This action which came on to be heard, in vacation, by 
consent of plaintiff, by counsel, and by consent 0£ Minnie 
G. Whitehead1 executrix,. by connsel, on the issues raised 
by the demurrer filed by Minnie G. WhlteheadJ executrix, of 
ltl Suplieme Couri of Appea:Is- ·or Virginia . · . 
~he·.estate of.ll,. D. Whitehead, deceased, and the Court hatj.ng 
heard the a:rgument of counsel and having- taken time-. t9 eon-
. sider, doth ove~rule the said demurrer of Minnie G. White-
head, executrix, of the estate of R. D. Whitehead" deceased,. 
to all ,,f which ruling Minnie G .. Whi~eheadi excepted.· 
. The following are copies of Exhibits filed in 
page 3'Z .f this cau.s~,. which are in these words: 
R. D. Whitehead ·Est 
Copy 
September IO~ 1938 
Mrs. R. D. Whitehead,, 
City. 
Dear' Mrs. Whitehead~ 
Following conversation with Mr. John tTredway, we are 
below listing notes o,f various makers on which Mr. Dough 
was endorser .. 
Name 
c; C~ Powen. 
C. C. Powell 
J. V; Ramsey 
L. L. BE>swen 
H. D. ·Hedrick 
Jes·s-e P. Easley 
Foster, Wimam & 
Tunstall Rison 
Fred A. Mit.eheil 
Geo. W. Jones 
R. C. Brown 
N. · E. Clement 
Due date 
May 21, 193S 
.June 16, l938 
Oct. 12,. 1938 
Oct. 27, 1938 
Sept. 7, 1938 
Sept. 28, .1938 
Oct. IO, 1938' 
Sept. 16, 1938 
Sept. 22, 1938 
Sept.30, 1938 
Sept. 19, 1938 
Amount 
$ 250.001 
300.00 
1,600.0() 
15.00 
69.83 
101.50 
950.00 
200.00 
163.50 
100.00 
155.15 
If agreeable with yon, we wm assign the notes that Mr. 
Whitehead endorsed to the maker, have them endorse the 
note,.and use it a:s collateral to a note that we take from·them 
payable to ns. 
Each time we renew any of the above notes, we will use 
our best efforts to make some collection of the principal. 
If you will please .. inquire from time to time about unpaid 
· · b-ctlances of the above notes, we will be glad to 
page ~8 ~ keep you advised. We feel that it is probably 
better to handle them in this way, as it has been 
M. G. Whitehead, Exe., etc:, v. Planters IB. and Tr. Co. 3"1. 
our experience that borrowers will pay a bank when an in-
dividual could get no aotion. 
We trust that this will meet with vour approval, and with 
kindest regards, we are . · · 
Very truly yours~ 
Law Offices 
R.A.DUNCAN 
Vice President 
EUGENE1 C. HURT; JR. 
Chatham, Virginia 
February 14, 1940. 
Planters Bank & Trust Company, 
Qhatham, Virginia. . 
Gentlemen: 
Attention: Mr. J. Hurt Whitehead 
In Be : George W. Jones note. 
Further reference to the above and my conversation with 
you on Friday, February 9, .and also on Saturday, February 
10, with reference to the garnishment against the Treasurer 
of Virginia, will state that you will recall that I requested 
of you an opportunity to see the original note, and yon in-
formed me that Mr. Duncan had put the note away, and you 
could not find it. 
You will remember that I told you that if there was no 
question about the liability of the estate of Mr. R .. D. White-
head, that Mr~. Minnie G. Whitehead had re-
page 39 ~ quested me to have the garnishment issued. How-
ever, I have just ascertained that the situation 
is not like I thought it. was at all. 
I have just had an opportunity to see the original note that 
youi left with the Clerk of the court, and .I find that Mr;~ .. D .. 
Whltehead signed the note as endorser, aud that the note has 
been .renewed from time to time without either the consent 
or approval of Mrs. Minnie G. Whitehead, the Executrix and 
personal~ representative of Mr. R. D. Whitehead .. I also find 
that the note bears an endorsement on the back of the same, 
assigning the note to George W. Jones, the maker, for value 
and without recourse .. 
In my opinion, the estate of Mr. R. D. Whitehead is not 
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liable on this note. In view of this, you may suit your own 
pleasure about having the garnishment issued, as I would 
not care for it to be issued on the request of Mrs. ·Minnie 
G. Whitehead, since, as I have stated, I do not consider that 
the estate of Mr. R. D. Whitehead is liable on this note. 
Yours very truly, 
. E. C. HURT, JR., 
Attorney for Minnie G. Whitehead 
ECH:AM 
Law Offices 
EUGENE 0. HURT, JR. 
Chatham, Virginia 
April 15, 1940. 
Mr. J. Hurt Whltehead, 
Chatham, Virginia. 
n 
,; 
page 40 ~ Dear Mr. Whitehead: · . 
I received vour letter of the 9th instant with ref-
erence to the notes held by your Bank, endorsed by the late 
R. D. ·Whitehead, and also copy of the letter that you en-
closed, addressed to Mrs. R. D. Whitehead, and the same 
carefully noted. 
In reply will state that as soon as I have an opportunity 
to consult Mrs. Whitehead, I will advise you her wishes in 
regard to the same. 
With kind regards, 
Yours very truly, 
EOH:AM 
E. C. HURT, JR., 
E. C. HURT, JR. 
The following is a copy of the collateral note signed by 
Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison and William Rison, which is 
copied as an exhibit and part of the record by and with con-
sent of counsel for plaintiff and defendant, which is in these 
words and :figures : 
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11-10-41 
$950.00 I I Chatliam,1 Va., A.pg. ll 1938 
60 days after date, we promise to pay to the . order of 
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST COMP ANY, Nine hundred 
:fifty & no/100 DOLLARS, For Value received without ofJset, 
Negotiable and payable at PLANTERS BANK & TRUST 
CO., Chatham, Va. Having deposited as collateral security 
for the payment of this or any other liability, contingent or 
otherwise, of the maker, endorsers, and all other partjes to 
this note and each of them, to the holder thereof, now due or 
to become due, or that may hereafter be· contracted, the fol· 
lowing property, to-wit: 
Note 6-12-38 signed Foster; Tunstall, Wm. Rison for 
$950.00 due 60 days after date & endorsed R. D. Whitehead. . 
page 41 } In case the property pledged for any of 
the above-named liabilities should at any time 
for any reason become inadequate, in the judgment of the 
holder hereof, the undersigned agrees to deposit with the 
holder such additional property as the holder ma.y require 
to render the collateral security adequate. For the pur-
pose of enforcing.the payment of said note, the holder thereof, 
whether the said Bank or any· other party to whom the Bank 
may have assigned the same, by rediscount or otherwise; sha.11 
have full power and authority to sell, assign, collect, transfer 
and deliver . the said collaterals, whether original or ad-
ditional or substituted, or so much thereof as may be requisite. 
Should sale be made for said purpose, it may be ma.de 
where the holder of this note may direct, and may be public 
or private, with or without advertising, and with or without 
notice to · or demand of the 9rawer hereof, as the holder may 
direct. At any public sale hereunder, the holder of said 
note and collateral may, without vitiating the sale. become 
the purchaser of any or all of said oollaterals. After de-
ducting all legal or other costs and expenses of sale and de-
livery, the holder is authorized to apply the residue of. ~~ch 
sale or sales so made, to the payment of any of the liabilities 
above-mentionf:ld, of the maker or endorsers hereof as the 
holder may deem proper, returning overplus, if any, to the 
undersigned and the undersigned agre.es to. be a.nd remain 
liable to the holder hereof for any deficiency. If when this 
note is paid and these collaterals released from this debt, 
the holder of this note shall be the holder of any other debt 
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or liability, contingent or otherwise, of the undersigned,. 
whether as ··a· drawer, security, or endorser, however the 
,same, may be evidenced, the said conaterals or the proceeds 
thereof, so far as not exhausted, in paying· this note, shall,. 
should the bolder of this note so desire, also be held and 
applied as collateral security to such other debt or liability, 
said application to be made to such debts or ]iabilities as 
the said :holder mav elect. 
The said bank si;ian have the right at any time to apply 
any money on deposit with it in the name of any maker or 
endorser of this note, to the payment of same or as credit 
·thereon, in case of failure to deposit additional collateral 
upon request, and in case of bankrnptcy, application for m 
receiver or insolvency of any maker or endorser, or in ease 
this bank shall be notified of any execution or attachment 
against any maker or endorser, this note shall .become at. · 
once due and payable. For value received, we the makel!' 
or makers and en<;lorser or endorsers, of this note hereby 
waive presentment, demand of payment; protest and notice 
of dishonor, and each of us hereby waive the benefit of the 
homestead exemption as to this debt. If default be made 
in payment of this note, we maker or makers, and endorser 
or endorsers hereby agree to· pay ten per cent additional 
attorney's fee, and we hereby constitute· and appoint either 
R. A. Duncan, C. R. Turner or our true and 
lawful attorney in fact, for the purpose of and do hereby 
authorize either of them, in the · event of such default, to 
eonfess judgment against us in the Clerk's Office of the Cir-
cuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, in favor of the 
holder of this note, for the amount then due and the costs,. 
including the· attorney's fee herein provided for, said at· 
to1-ney 's fee to be in no ease less than $5.00, and we also 
agree, that time for payment of this note may be extended 
beyond date of maturity, without notice to us and without af-
fecting our liability. 
(s) Foster Rison P. 0. Chatham, Va. R #3 
Tunstall Rison P. 0. '' 
No. 83783 William Rison P. 0. '' 
. page 42 ~ And now at this day, to-wit-: 
VIRGINIA: At a Circuit Court continued and held for the 
County of Pittsylvania, ·at the Courthouse thereof on Mon-
day the 22nd day of September, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand nine hundred and forty-one, being the same day 
and year first herein mentioned. 
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· This day came the plaintiff b.y its attorney as well as the 
defendants by their attorney, and the . defendants tendered 
the plea of not guilty to the trespass in the notice filed, . and 
thereupon e.a~e· a jury to-wit: Woodrow Emmerson, S. M. 
Taylor, .Q. :A. Martin, Aaron Buntin, J. H. Barksdale, H. J. 
Anios and J. N. Abbott, who being formed according to law 
and sworn to try the issue joined, and having fully heard the 
evidence of the plaintiff, upon their oath do say. · ''We the 
jury find a verdict in favor of the plaintiff, Planters Bank 
and Trust Co., against the · defendants, Foster Rison, . Tun-
stall Rison, William Rison and Minnie G. Whitehead Execu- · 
trix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased, in· the sum of $950.00 with 
interest from date.'' ·whereupon the defendant, Minnie. ·o. 
·Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, -deceased; by coun-
sel, moved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury, upon 
the grounds that it is contrary to law and evidence, and with~ 
out evidence to support it; for the admission of improper testi-
mony on behalf of the plaintiff, over the objections of the de-. 
fendant; refusal of the Court to give proper instructions of-
fered by the defendant, and giving improper instructions of-
fered by the plaintiff; which motion the Court overruled, to 
which the defendant Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. 
Whitehead, deceased; excepted Therefore, it' is considered by 
the Court that the plaintiff recover of the def end-
page 43 ~ ants the sum of $950.00 with interest from this date 
and-its costs by itin this behalf expended. And the 
defendant, Minnie G. -Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. White-
head, deceased, _by counsel, indicating her desire to apply to 
the-Supreme Court of Appeals for a writ of error to said judg-
ment, it is ordered that the judgment- be suspended for nine·ty 
days, upon the defendant or someone for her entering into a 
suspension bond within ten days from this date in the penalty 
of $1,000.00, before the Clerk of this ,Court with security ap-
proved by him. 
It is agreed between Counsel for plainttff & defendant that 
Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, settled 
her final account as such Executrix on the 28th day of Feb-
ruary 1940 and that the same was approved by a decree of 
court in suit of Minnie G. Whitehead v. J. Hurt Whitehe'ad on 
the 19 day of April 1940. 
page 44 ~ The following is a copy of the notice filed in 
this cause, which is in these words : 
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To PLANTERS BANK AND TRUST COMP ANY, CHAT-
HAM, VIRGINIA: · 
-
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: Tha.t on Monday, the 27th day 
of October 1941, between the hours of 9 o'clock A. M. and 6 . 
o'clock P. M., the undersigned attorney for Minnie G. White-
head will tender to the Judge of the Circuit Court of Pittsyl-
vania County, Virginia, a certain certificate in lieu of a 
,certain bill of exe.eption in the notice of motion proceeding 
of Planters Bank and Trust Company, of Chatham, Virginia, 
v. Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, William Rison, and Minnie 
G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, deceased, which 
said notice is given you in compliance with ,Section 6253 of 
the Code of Virginia of 1919, and acts amendatory thereof. 
, And you will further please take notice that pro~ptly there-
after the undersigned will apply to the Clerk of the Circuit 
Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, for a transcript· of 
the record in said notice of motion proceeding of Planters 
Bank and Trust Company v. Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, 
William Rison, and Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. 
Whitehead, deceased, for the purpose of applying to the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of error and 
supersedeas, which notice is given you in compliance with 
Section 6339 of the 1919 Code of Virginia, and acts amenda-
tory thereof. 
Given under my hand, this the 9th day of October 1941. 
E. C. HURT, JR., 
Attorney for Minnie G. 
Whitehead, Executrix of 
R. D. Whitehead, deceased. 
Legal service of ·this notice is hereby accepted. 
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO. 
By LANGHORNE JONES 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County 
At Chatham, Virginia 
September 22, 1941. 
Planters Bank and Trust Comp~ny 
v. 
Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, William Rison, and Minnie 
G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, Deceased ' 
M. G. WbiteheadJ Exe., ere., v. Planters !B. and Tr. ~ .. :n · 
Foster Bis<J"" 
A.P.PEARANCES 
Counsel for the plaintiff-: Mr. Langhorne Jones. 
Counsel for the defendant: Mr. Eugene C. Hurt, Jr. 
page 45 } Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County 
Planters Bank and Trust Company 
1'. 
Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison, William Rison, and Minnie 
G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. D. Whitehead, Deceased. 
Stenographic report of all the testimony, the motions, ob-
jections and exceptions on the part of the· resp~ctive parties 
and the action of the Court in respect thereto; the instruc-
tions offered, amended, granted and refused, and the ob-
jections and exceptions thereto; the exhibits introduood upon 
the trial, and the objections and exceptions thereto; and all 
other incidents of the trial of the case of Planters Bank and 
Trust Company 'V. Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison William 
Rison, and :Minnie G. Whitehead, Executrix of R. b. White-
head, Deceased, tried in the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania 
County, Virginia, on the 22nd day of September 1941, before 
the Honorable J. T. Clement, and a jury. 
page 46} EVIDENCE INTRODUCE,D ON BEHALF OF 
THE PLAINTIFF 
FOSTER RISON, 
Sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Langhorne Jones: 
Q. I believe this is Mr. Foster Rison! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I believe you are a brother of Tunstall Rison and 
William Rison t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Rison, I hand you a note, a copy of which this suit 
has been brought on, and ask if that note was signed by you 
and Tunstall and William Rison t 
38 . . ·Sup.Yeme. Comt of .Appeaisr · of Virginia .. 
Foster Bison .. · 
A. Yes,: sir. . 
Q. And it shows that it was endorsed .by R. D. Whitehead 
-did :he e11dorse it for you aln 
A. Yes .. he did.. · · 
Q .. Was this the original or a renewal t 
A. A :renewal. 
. Q. So you had a note there for some timer 
A. Yes·.. . . 
Q. And :M:r. Whitehead had e;ndorsed it f 
A. Yes.. 
Q. ·This note shows it was made for sixty days, dated JunC! 
12; 1938. Was if renewed at the ti.me the note came duet · . 
A. Yes, I think it was around about August, I don't re-
member exactly, but I believe it was due about August 11th,, 
and I paid the interest and. renewed it a few days after that .. 
Q. Did you go to the bank when it was due Y 
page 47 ~ A. Just a few days after that. 
Q. YOU ·went there to the "bank and renewed it r 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had Mr. Whitehead died before that time t' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who did· yon talk with at the bank Y 
. A. Mr. ·nuncan. 
Q. What arrangements were made at that particular time! 
A. He told me that he would have to· change the form of the 
note-that he would have to make a collateral note and at-· 
tach it to the note that Mr. Wbitehead has endorsed . 
. Q. And did you do that at that time T 
By Mr. Hurt: Counsel for Mrs. Minnie G. · Whitehead ob-
jects to that question and answer, for the reason that it is 
hearsay. · 
Judge Clement: Objection overruled .. 
Counsel for Mrs. Minnie G. Whitehead excepts. 
Q. At the time you first we.nt there, did you actually renew 
the note? 
A. I don't remember exactly, but I believe it was a few 
days after it was due I went there to pay the interest and re-
new it. I believe it was due about the lilth. 
'Q. As a matter of fact you paid the interest on or at that 
time? · · 
A. Yes .. 
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Foster Rison. 
Q. Did you renew it then or later! 
A .. I think I renewed it the day I ,paid the interest as well 
as I can remember. I think it was a few days after the note 
was due. · 
Q . .And you said Mr. Duncan explained to you a new method 
. you would have to go through with Y 
page 48 ~ A. He said we would have to have a new method 
unless Mrs. Whitehead was there every time. 
Mr. Hurt: Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead objects to this 
_question and answer because it seeks to vary and contradict 
the terms of the note itself. 
Judge Clement: Objection overruled. 
Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead excepts. · 
Q. As I understood you at the time that this note was re-
. newed this assignment was made-''This note is assigned to · 
Foster Rison, William Rison and T'unstall Rison' '-Did you 
all sign thatT 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the same time T 
.A. Yes. 
Q. And did you give it back to the bank? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Was there any intention on your part or the makers 
of this note that this note was in any way can~lled7 
A. No. . 
Mr. Hurt: Counsel for · Mrs. Whitehead objects to that 
question and answer for the reason that· an as·signment is 
in writing, and speaks for itself. 
Judge Clement : Objection overruled. 
Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead excepts. 
· Q. .And you said you all signed a different form of note? 
A. Yes, we signed this form. of note. 
Q. Is this a similar form-that is, is this note similar to · 
the one that you signed! 
A. Yes, it was like that one. 
page 49 } Q. This is not the particular note, but it was 
one like that one Y 
· A. Yes. 
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Foster Bison. 
Q. I .believe from time to .time you have renewed this form 
of notef · 
A. Several times. 
Q. And you have kept the interest paid upY 
A. Yes. 
Q. At any time after Mr. Whitehead's death, did Mrs. 
Whitehead ever: say anything to you about it Y 
A.. She asked me if we were keeping up the interest, and 
I told her that we were. 
Q. So she.understood that you were liable to the bank and 
found out what oondition the note was in Y 
A. She asked me about the interest and I told her that 
we were keeping it paid up. 
Q. Just once or more than once T 
A. Probably once or twice. 
Q. In other words there is no contention about you all 
·having signed the note and are bound by iU 
A. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Eugene C. Hurt, Jr.: 
·Q. Mr. Rison, when this note was fi1rst endorsed by Mr. 
Whitehead, did he endorse it jnst f@r your personal benefitt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he receive any benefit from it him.self! 
A .. No. 
page 50·~ Q. In your oonversation with Miss Minnie 
Whitehead about keeping up the interest on the 
note, was that .since the dat-e of this assignment or was it 
prior to that time. 1 
A. When we made a new note·t 
Q. You testified a moment ago. that Mrs. Whitehead. asked 
you if you were keeping up the interest, is that correet 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that since the date of this assignment or prio-r to 
·iU 
A. It was since he died, I don't remember exactly when 
it was. . 
. Q. Mr. Rison, when Mrs. Whitehead asked you about the 
interest that was before any @f the litigations eame up about 
Mr. R. D. Wbi~head being lialble on this note! 
A. I believe it was some time ago she asked me, I don't re· 
member exactly when it was. 
M. G. Whitehea.4, Exe., eto., v. Pla.ntertJ ~~ ~d 'Tr. Co. JI 
Foster .!Uson. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By JAtnghorne Jones-: 
Q~ You mean it was 'before tbis ·suit W'aij ln.-ought ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. But it was some time after Mr. Dong's death? 
A. Yes. 
Q .. And some time aft.er this note had been renewed at , 
the bank! 
A. Yes.. 
RE-CROOS EXAMINATION 
By Eugene C. Hurt, Jr.: 
Q. Mr. Rison, I hand you herewith the original note, dated 
June 12, 1938, endorsed by Mr. R. D. Whitehead. Pleaee 
examine this note and tell me iY that is the original npte you 
signed and the one that was endorsed by Mr. Whlteheadt 
A. Yes, that is· the one. 
page 51 } Q. Mr. Rison, please .file a copy of that note with 
your evidence as '' E~ibit Rison A.'' 
A. I herewith file it u "Ex.hibit Rison A," said note being 
in the follow:ing words and figur.es: viz., · · 
Due 8-11-38 
$950.00 Clhath~ Va_., J nne 1f2 1938 
Sixty days after date we promise to pay to- the order of 
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST OO~ Without Offset, Ne-
gotiable and payable at PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO., 
Chatham, Va. Nine Hundred fifty & No/100 DOLLARS For 
value received; we the makers and endor.ser.s ()f this note 
hereby waive presentment, demand of payment, protest and 
notice of dishonor, and eaeh of us l:!ereby waive the benefit 
of the homestead or any othei: exemption as to this debt. 
If default be made in payment of this note, we makers and 
endorsers, her_eby 3t,()"fee to pay ten per cent additional ,at-
torney's fee, and we also hereby constitute and .appoint either 
C. R. Turner, B,. A.. Dun~atil. Qr Joseph Whitehead, Ir., ~ur 
true and lawful attorney h1 f~ct for the purpose ,of :a.ad. dp 
hereby authorize eitherr of them, an the ,eve~t of a~eh de-
fault, to eonfess judgment $g8dJ111St us in the Clerk '·s offiQe of 
the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania Connty, Vir~ in ~vor 
tz Supreme Court or A'ppeaTs: ef' Virginia . 
R . .A. Ihvncan. 
of Ute ho,Jder of' this. note,. for the. amoUJllt then due and the 
cost including the attorney's fee herein provided for. We,. 
makers and endorsers, also consent that time for payment. 
01· this note may be extei:rded' beyond date of maturity, with-
out notice to us and without affecting our liability .. 
No. 7672.7 
Renewal 
Foster Rison P. 0. Cha:tham Va. R #3 
Tunstrul RiSOOl P. 0 .. Chatham Va. R #3 
William Rison P. 0. Chatham Va.. R #3 
(ever} 
And on tlie 'back of said note the foilowing words an.di. 
figures :. viz.,. · 
R. D. Whitehead 
~ug· 11,. 1938. 
For value received this note is assigned to Foster Rison,. 
Tunstall Rison and William Rison without recourse 
FOSTER RISON 
TUNSTALL RISON 
WILLIAM RISON 
PLANTERS. BANK & TRUST CO. 
Chatham, Va. 
R. A. DUNCAN V. P .. 
page 52 } The witness, 
R. A. DUNCAN~ 
af'te'T being :first duly sworn, testified as f oilows:: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Langhorne Jones : · · 
1 • 
Q. I believe this is Mr. R. A. Duncan f 
A. Yes,' sir. 
Q. Mr. Duncan, in 1938 were you connected with the 
Planters Bank and Trust Company f 
A. Vice President of the bank in 1938. 
Q. When did you cease your connections with the bank r 
A. December 31, 1940. · 
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R. A. Duncan. 
· Q. Prior to the time you came with Planters Bank and 
Trnst Company what was your position? · _ 
A. For about two years I was State Banking Examiner-
f or Virginia. 
Q. And I believe you are now in the banking business T 
A. Yes, Strasburg, Massanutten Bank. 
Q. And when did you leave Planters Bank and Trust Oom-
panyT 
A. December 31, 1940. . 
Q. While you were vice president of the Planters Bank 
and Trust Company, did you have an occasion to handle the 
transaction and note dated June 12, 1938, signed by Foster 
Rison, Tunstall Rison and William Rison, and endorsed by 
R. D. Whitehead Y Did you handle that note Y · 
A. ·You mean the transaction that was entered at the time 
this note was first made Y 
Q; Yes. 
A. I don't know at the time it was made. 
. Q. Did you handle the note when it came due? 
page 53 ~ A. Yes. . 
Q. I wish you would please tell the Court and 
jury how that note was handled when it came due and after 
it crone due? ' . 
A. It was due on Aug·ust Uth, 1938, and in the meantime, 
between the time the note was made and it matured, Mr. 
Doug Wbitehead died. It was our intention to work as .little 
hardship on these makers and on Mrs. Whitehead as possible. 
Now the note was due on the 11th, I believe, a~d in order to 
give the makers an opportunity to pay it off· in sma.11 pay-
ments rather than paying the whole amount at one time we 
assigned this note, with other notes in which Mr. Whitehead 
was an endorser1 to the makers thereof, who in this instance 
are Foster Rison, Tunstall Rison and William Rison, as the 
note was payable to the bank~ so the bank a·ssigned the note 
to the makers, and used it as collateral to the new note like 
the one there on the desk. · 
Q. I believe Mr. R. D. ·Whitehead's will was probated in 
the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, and in 
which he made Mrs. R. D. Whitehead, his -wife, referred to as 
Miss Minnie Wbi tehead, as Executrix.. After the note came 
due did you notify Mrs. Whitehead about the note Y 
A. I notified her about this note and all the other notes 
that ·he had endorsed~ · 
- Q. How did you notify her about it? 
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R. A. Duncan. 
A. As I remember the whole transaction was outlined in 
that letter to Mrs. Whitehead. 
Q. I hand you a letter dated September 10, 1938, addressed 
to Mrs. R. D. Whitehead, and signed by R. A. Duncan, Vice 
President, and ask you if this is a copy of the letter which 
was sent to Mrs. Whitehead f 
. A. It is. 
Q. Please file this as "R. A. D. Exhibit 1. '' 
page ~4 ~ A. I herewith file ·copy of letter as "R. A. D. 
Exhibit 1. '' · 
· The letter filed as "R. A. D. Exhibit 1" is in the following 
words and figures : viz., 
''September 10, 1938 
''Mrs. R. D. Whitehead, 
City. 
'' Dear Mrs. Whitehead: 
"Following conversation with Mr. John Tredway, we are 
below listing notes of various makers on which Mr. Dough 
was endorser. 
Name Due date Amount 
C. C. Powell May 21, 1938 $250.00 
C. C. Powell June 16, 1938 300.00 
J. V. Ramsey Oct. 12, 1938 1,600.00 
L. L. Boswel1 Oct. 27, 1938 15.00 
H. D. Hedrick Sept. 7, 1938 69.83 
Jesse P. Easley Sept. 28, 1938 101.50 
Foster, William I. 
Tunstall Rison Oct. 10, 1938 950.00 
Fred A. Mitchell Sept. 16, 1938 200.00 
Geo W. Jones Sept. 22, 1938 163.60 
R. C. Brown Sept. 30, 1938 100.00 
N. E. Clement Sept. 19, 1938 155.15 
"If agreeable with you, we will assign the notes that Mr. 
Whitehead endorsed to the maker, have them endorse the 
note, and use it as collateral to a note that we take from them 
payable to us. 
·''Each time we renew any of the above notes, we will use 
our best e:ff orts to make some collection of the principal. 
M. G .. Whltehead, Exe~, ere., v. Planters iB. and Tr. Co. JS 
R. A.. Du1ncan. , 
... 
·,,If you will please inquire from time to- time about unpaid 
balances of the above notes, we will be g1ad to Jm~p you ad-
vised. We feel that it is probably better to 'handle them in 
this way, as it has been our expe·rience that borrowers will 
pay a bank when an individual could get no action. 
'' We trn&t that this will -meet with your approval, and with 
kindest regards, we are · 
"' Very truly yours, 
R.A.DUNCAN 
Vice President" 
page 55 } Mr. Hurt: Insofar as the letter seeks to con-
. tradict the terms of the note or assignment, :M:r& 
Whitehead desires to object to it. 
Judge Clement: Objeetion overruled .. 
Counsel. for Mrs. Minnie G. Whitehead excepts. 
Q. Mr. Duncan, after you had written this letter to Mrs .. 
Whitehead informing her of the note that Mr. Whitehead 
was liable on, did you have any conversation with her in re-
gard to the method of handling this note t 
A. I had several telephone conversations with her follow-
ing that letter. 
Q. Did she agree to this method Y 
A. As I understood it, she agreed for us to handle it this 
way. I had several telephone conversations with her regard· 
ing it over a period of two months. 
Mr. Hurt: Counsel for 'Mrs. Whitehead objects to that 
question and answer for- the reason that it is hearsay nature-
and for the further reason that it seeks to vary. and contra· 
diet the terms of the written note itself, and under the pro-
visions of the Code it should be in writing and duly signed, 
and for the further reason that no foundation has been laid 
for it. 
Judge Clement: Objection overruled. 
Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead excepts. 
Q. Did you advise her that these notes should be paid f 
A. I think you will find in some of your oorrespondence 
4t . ·,supreme .Coiirt · of Appear~· ef Virgima .. 
R .. .A. Du'IWJHI,~ 
a· copy of a :°l~tter-· that was one· ·pariiculair note whieh s1ie 
-was advised or_ had gotten in touch ~ me- about 
· · Q .. That was in January, 1940! 
A. What note was that f ·· 
. . Q. The· one mentioned in t:ne copy_ of' the letter of G~orge 
W. Jones-. was it handled th~ same way ais the others:Y. 
.. A .• Yes. . 
page 56 f Mr. Hurt: Counsel for- Mrs. Whitehead objectR= 
to all of the questions and answers thereto with 
reference to the conveirsation with Mrs. vVhitehead and with 
referen~e to' the letters so far a:s it tends to vary and contra-
dict the terms of the note . 
.. Judge Cle~ent: Objection overruled. 
Counsel for MrS'. "Whitehead excepts. 
Q. Yon say she talked to_ you EIS" late as January, 1940, about 
the George Jones note Y 
A. ~ es, becau_se on ~hat date we notified George Jones 
that she ·had requested that he make some smalJ paymei;it--
something like $25.00. · . · 
Q. .And she requested yoµ to ask him for it f 
A. Yes. . · : 
Q. And you ·say that note has been handled li~e· this note! 
A. .All 9f the notes except the two. Powell note.s which weFe 
paid. 
' Q. Wlio paid 1 
· A. Mrs. Whitehead. 
Q. Do you know she paid it f 
Mr. Hurt:' We o1>ject to this question and answer because 
it is irrelevant and immaterial. 
·Judge Clement: Obje~tion sustained. 
, Q. Now, Mr. Duncan, there is one thing. I ,vould like to 
ask you-that letter appears to.be written to Mrs. Whitehead 
on Septe~ber 10, 1938, and the dat~ o{ the assignment of this 
note is August 11, 1938, which is almost a month before this 
letter was written. Please explain_ that. 
A. As I recalI this partfoular transaction, Mr. Foster Rison 
brought the inter~st i~ on t~e ~ote, possiJ:>ly within t~o or 
three days after it was due, and at that time we were un-
decided as to just how we would handle it all .. I took the 
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interest he paid me and pinned it to the note and it. was. not 
renewed for thirty days or more later, so then when the 
assignment was made it was dated hack to the due 
page 57 ~ date of the original note. 
Mr. Hurt: Couµsel for Mrs. Whitehead objects to that 
question and answer for the reason that it contradicts the 
writing it.self. 
. Judge· Cl~ment : Objection overr~le~. 
Q. So that. explains. the reason for the date being on there 
assigned,-_the way it.was? : ,. 
Mr. H-ur~: Counsel for Mrs. W,lritehead objects to . that 
questioJJ, because it is leading·. . 
Judge Clement: Objection sustained. · 
CROSS l1XAMINATION 
By Mr. Hurt:' 
Q. Mr. Dunc.an, as I understand you, you tell the jury 
that this letter was written on September 10, 19387 . 
A. That is true: . . . 
Q. At the time .. this letter was written were you the·. vice 
president of the bank? ,. · · 
A. That is true. 
Q. Could you! tell the jury why you ~ai~ed froni. September 
10th until November 25th, 1940 before p_roceeding to start 
this action ag·a.inst Mrs. Whitehead Y 
A. I don't know what you mean. . · 
Q. Could you tell the jury why you waited.from September 
10th 1938 until November 25th, 1940, :·.before proceeding to 
start this action against Mrs. Whitehead T 
A. No, I am not siire about that Mr. Hurt, in other words, 
I was not handling transactions of that nature. 
. Q. You tell the court and jury that the letter was dated 
. September 10th and that you dated the assignment back to 
August, 1938, is that correcU 
A. Yes. 
page 58 ~ Q. Do you or not,~- Duncan, think you had a 
right to date it back Y 
Mr. Jones: We object to that question because I think it 
is a question for the Court to decide. 
Judge Clement: Objection sustained. 
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Q. Mr. Duncan, is it your understanding of the la.w that 
when this assignment was made to the makers that it passed 
leg·al title to this note? 
A. No, that was not our understanding at the time it was 
done. 
· Q. Why did you put the assignment on the back of the note 
if you did not mean to paf3S the legal title to the note? 
A. The note was payable to the bank and we fixed the note 
this way so they could use it as collateral for their renewal 
note. It is a practice that has been followed for years at 
the bank-all the time I suppose. 
Q. Mr. Duncan, you knew that Miss Minnie Whitehead 
was represented hy counsel when this letter was written! 
· A. No, sir. 
Q. You stated to Mr. Jones a moment ago that the George 
W. Jones note was handled in this way, is it not a faot that 
the bank scratched the endorsement off the George W. Jones 
note after it was madeY 
A. Yes, it is true. 
Q. Could you tell me why you scratehed it off? 
A. We intended to confess judgment, but Mr. Friend would 
not accept it. 
Q. In other words, you thought you could rewrite the note Y 
A. No, it was a matter of confessing judgment. 
Q. Why didn't you see Mrs. White~ead 's attorney about 
iU 
A. We did not have an opportunity to do that. 
Q. Mr. Duncan, is it your understanding that you have a 
right to put an assignment on the back of a note and scratch 
it off at vour convenience! 
page 59 ~ A. I wo_uld say not. I would not tamper with 
endorsements on any_ note. 
Q. You are a little·inconsistent-you did tamper with the 
endorsement on the George W. Jones note, didn't you Y · 
A. As I have explained we did not have an occasion to 
make any change in the assignment. · 
Q. Mr. Duncan, can you look at this note and tell me when 
it was renewed Y 
A. No. I can tell you when the renewed note was dated 
back but I could not teU you when it was actually assigned, 
I could from the records in the bank. 
Q. The records show that Mr. Whitehead died on the 31st 
day of July, 1938, This note was dated June 12th, 1938, 
payable sixty days after date, which would make it due 
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..August 11th 19'3&i is it not a fact that yo11 renew~ this note 
on August 11:th, 1938 ! 
A. I would not make that statement positive. A.s I ~sti-
:fied I think the money was left there. for some little time to 
pay the interes~ left attached to the note, so that we could 
determine how we would fix it, then the renewed note was 
dated back. · The note was renewed on August 25th, 1938. 
Q. As I understand it then, the note was renewed on August 
25th, 19387 
A. That is right.. 
RE.DIRE.OT EXAMINATION 
By Mr .. Jones~ 
Q. Now, Mr. Duncan, Yr. Hurt asked you ,;omething about 
confessing a judgment ag-ainst ~rge W. Jones, is it not a 
matter of fact that Mr. Hurt, as Mrs. Whitehead's attorney, 
asked the bank that the note be confessed in. the Clerk's Office 
down theref 
A. Yes, .sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hurt-: 
Q. Did Mr. Hurt make tliat remark to you f 
page 60} .A. 1 No. 
Q. Why (lidn 't you get a judgment as requested 
by Mr. Hurt? 
A. Mr. Hurt requested that Mr. Whitehead aeeure a judg .. 
ment and I carried the note over there because I was one of 
the attomevs named in the note and Mr. ·Friend would not 
accept it. .. · 
Q. Mr. Duncan, when this note was renewed on August 
25th, 1938, did Mrs. Whitehead consent to the renewal on itf 
A. My understanding is that the whole situation was under-
stood by her, how we were handling it and all. 
Q. You tell the court and jury that the judgment was not · 
confessed against George Jones t . 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Jones: 
Q .. And it was at the request of Mr. E. C. Hurt? 
A. Yes, sir. 
.Supreme-Oourt of Appeal~, 6r·virginia · 
page 61. ~ The witness,. 
· -MR." J. HURT; WHITEHEAD, 
after being _first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By JY.[r. Jones:- · 
Q. :Mr. vVhitenead, .I believe you are J. Hurt Whitehead, 
· who is PFesident of t:he- Planters Bank and 'rrnst Con;ipany,. 
Chatham, Virginia Y · 
A. Yes. 
Q. The qnestion has been asked .by Mr. E. C. Hurt a:s to 
why no_ suit wag. brought" on this note in question, signed by 
Foster Rison,_ Tunstall Rison and William Rison, until 1940> 
· when th~ note came due in 1938, e-an you explain that to the: 
Court anq jury? , . 
A. My nnder~tand'ing was that Mr. Duncan, our vice presi-
dent, had an arrangement.with Mrs. R. D. Whitehead by; which 
we wonld earry the ·note and try to coHect them without-having 
1\fr. Whitehead's estate pay them. 
Q. When was the -first time that you had knowledge that. 
:Mrs. Whitehead _denied liability_ on accoum of the endorse-
ment on this notef - . 
A. It wa.s when Mr. E. C. Hurt wrote ns a letter, my 
recollection is· sometime in 1940. 
Q. Is that the .Jetter yon received from ·Mr. E. C. Hnrt,. 
as attorney for Mrs. R. D. Whitehead, relative to liability ori 
notes which he had endorsed, similar to the one which is in 
question in this case f 
A. Yes, that is the lefter. 
Q. Had Mr. Hurt been in there and asked yo:n to proceed 
with the note against George ,J onesY 
. A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Did you have· any other correspondence with Mr. Hurt 
in regard to the liability on these notes f 
A. Yes. 
page 62 r Q. ~s late as April, .J..940, did you receive a 
letter from him in regard to liability on itY 
A. Yes, I received a letter from him . on April 15, 1940. 
Q .. And that was several months after the :first Ietterf 
A. Yes. 
Q. So is that the reason that this snit was not brought 
until 1940Y 
·A. Yes. 
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· CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hurt: . . 
. Q. Mr. Whitehead, is it not a fact that you have been hold-
ing George Jones' feet to the fiire ever since then? . 
A. We have been trying to collect the note. 
Q. And you have not giv~n him any peace about it Y 
A. We ·certainly ·have given him every opportunity to pay 
it. . 
Mr. Hurt: Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead moves that the 
evidence · fpr the·. plaintiff be stricken and the judgment be· 
entered for the defendants so far as Mrs. Minnie G. White-
head is concerned for the following• rea!3ons : First, that· 
the . proof shows that the note. was assigned for value and 
without recourse to· the principal debtor by the Planters Bank 
and Trust Col)'.lpany on August· nth, 1938, · and that the prin-
cipal debtor is still the holder of the note and according to 
provision of Section 5561, subsection 4, the endorser was dis-
charged; and for the further reason that as we view the case 
the provis~ons of Section 5561~ subsections 3 · and 4, in which 
written evidence· was required to· charge a person upon a 
promise to answer any debt out. of his own estate and further 
to charge any pe~son upon a promise to answer for the debt, 
default or misdoings of another, all of which is set forth 
in a special plea filed by Mrs. Minnie G. Whitehead. 
Judge Clement : Motion to strike evidence of plaintiff is 
overruled. · 
To which defendant excepted. 
·, 
page 63 ~ The witness, 
. MRS. MINNIE G. WffiTEHEAD, 
after being ·duly swern, testified• as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hurt: 
Q. This is Mrs. Minnie G. Whitehead? 
A. It is. 
Q. I believe you are the widow of the late Mr. R. D. White-
head? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. When did Mr. R. D. Whitehead die, Mrs. Whitehead! 
A. He died July 31, 1938. 
Q. I believe he died with a will, is that correct! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And by the terms of his will you were given all of his 
estate? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember the date you qualified . as executrix Y 
A. The 24th of August, 1938. · 
Q. Mrs. Whitehead, it has been testified by Mr. Duncan, 
one of the vice presidents of Planters Bank, that he wrote 
you a letter on September 10th 1938, with reference to some 
notes that Mr. Whitehead endorsed; I believe you received 
that letter, did you not Y 
A. Yes. · 
Q. What did you do with the letter~id you reply to it Y 
A. No, I immediately sent it to my attorney. 
Q. And I believe I was your attorney Y . 
.A. Yes. 
Q. It has been testified by Mr. Duncan that you had a tele. 
phone conversation -with him in which you agreed that this 
note of Foster Rison,· Tunstall Rison and William . 
page 64 ~ Rison 's, for convenience, should be assigned to 
the principal makers. Please state if you ever 
made any such agreement with Mr. Duncan over the tele-
phone? · 
A. I did not. 
Q. Mrs. Whitehead, did you or not ever make any attempt 
to attend to the affairs of Mr. Whitehead that were in any 
way complicated Y · • 
A. No, I did not, I left it all to my attori;i.ey, Mr. E .. C. Hurt. 
Q. Mrs. Whitehea~, when was the first time you found out 
this note had been assigne4 _to the maker, do you recall! 
A. I can't recall. · 
Q. Was it about the time you made the agreement about 
the George Jones note, which was about 1940? 
A. I think so, as well as I remember . 
. Q. In other words, if I understand you clearly, you never 
knew anything about the assignment one way or the other! 
A. No, I did not. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr . .Jones: . 
Q. Mrs. Whitehead, _you knew that these notes were there 
in the bank, and had been endorsed by Mr. Whitehead! 
A. I can't say that I did know about all of them. 
Q .. You knew about the Foster and Tunstall and William 
Rison note, did yo11i not 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you knew it was being carried on in the Qankt 
A. Yes, I suppose they were,._ I didn't ask. 
Q. And you did ask Tunstall and Foster Rison about 
whether they were keeping the interest upt 
A. I think I did ask them one 01· two times soon after the 
death of my husband. · . . 
page 65 } Q. And you talked to Mr. Duncan over the phone 
about this note f 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever talk to him about the interest t 
A. No, r did not because I left everything to my attorney. 
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Hurt was your attorney after 
you had the will probated? 
A. I can't tell exactly, but I think it was the last part of 
August or the first part of -September. . 
Q. In other words, you did not employ an attorney until 
you started contesting the will! 
A.No. · 
Q. When was an attorney employed f 
A. I just can't recall but it was not so long after my hus-
band died. 
Q. As a matter of fact, yo11: first consulted other attorneys 
about iU 
A. No. 
Q. Was he the first attorney! 
A. He was my first one and my last one. 
Q. You said you showed Mr. Hurt this letter which Mr. 
Duncan wrote to you about these notes in the .bank T 
A. I don't remember whether I ever read the letter or not, 
but I suppose I did, but I read very little of the mail that come 
to me pertaining to my husbandJ... and I immediately sent it 
\to my attorney, Mr. Hurt. 
Q. Did you receive an original of a letter which listed the 
notes at the bank? 
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A. I guess I received it, Mr. Jones, but I turned it over 
· to my attorney because I am not a lawyer,. and I did not know 
what it was. ·· . 
· Q: And did you kno'w these notes were there at the bank,. 
and they were _being carried on, and is it your understanding 
that his estate was liable for them T . · 
. page 66 } A. Yes, it was liable 1· guess, but after all these 
new notes were made I do not think it was liable~ 
Q. You were following the notes by asking if the interest 
had been kept up,. and you knew the notes were in the bank, 
but you did not. know yoh were: lia.b~e until he informed yon 
about the cross endorsement T 
A. I did ask about the interest, but I didn't have anything 
to do with the bank or the note, I left it all to my attorney. 
'Q. Did you ever have Mr. John Tredway, I believe he 
married· your niece, and I believe you raised his wife ; Did 
:you ever have John Tredway go to the bank and talk about 
these notes Y · 
A. I don't remember ever asking hiin to go. He might have.,. 
but I just can't remember anything about it. 
· Q. I notice in the letter that .. Mr. Duncan wrote you stated, 
"following conversation with Mr. John. Tredway," do you 
remember sending Mr: Tredwf:t,y there to see him Y . 
A. I don't remember sending him, but I might have. Mr. 
Hurt might have sent him. · 
Q. In regard to these notes; clid you receive a letter from 
Mr. Duncan in regard to the C. C. Powell note t 
A. I don.'t remember if I did or not;. if I did, I sent it to 
Mr.·Hurt. · · · 
Q. Mrs. Whitehead, did you have any correspondence or 
conversation with Mr. Duncan in regard to one of the notes 
which is listed in this letter of September 10th about Mr. C. C. 
Powell! 
.A.. I remember that note being due, but I don't remember 
talking to him about it. He wrote me about it, and said that 
note was due; ·and we paid it. 
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page·. 67 ~ . The witness, 
MR. ,JOHN TREDWAY, 
after being first . duly sworn, testifiied as ·follows: 
DIRECT EXA.MINATION 
By Mr. Hurt: . 
Q. I believe this is Mr, John Tredway! 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Mr. Tredway, tell the court and jury whether or not 
you have assisted Miss :Minnie Whitehead in some of her 
business transactions after· the death of her husband f · 
A. After Mr. Whitehead's death, she got iµe to attend to 
a few things ai! different times that I could help her with, and' 
several times when she would get letters I would carry them 
to her attorney. 
Q. Mr. Dunc.an, in this letter of September loth, says, "Fol-
lowing conversation with M;r. John Tredway~', he had ref-
erence to you, did he not Y · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you in any way un:dertake to advise Mr. Duncan 
about this note Y 
A. No. 
Q. Is it not a fact that. you told Mr. Duncan that it was a 
matter that had .better be taken up with her attorney! 
A. Yes, because Mrs. Whitehead's attorney was the only 
person who had the authority tb ae:t for her. 
Q . .:Mr. Jones asked.Miss Minnie Whitehead a moment ago 
about the C. C. Powell note. Tell the Court· and jury if this 
note was assigned like these other notes? 
A. No, not as I know of. 
Q. Mr. Tredway, were you present with me when I went 
in the hank and .talked to Mr. Whitehead about the George 
W. Jones note Y 
A. Yes, we met him in the lobby, and talked with him for 
a while. 
page 68 ~ Q. \Do you recall what conversation took place T 
A. Yes, I remember we' met Mr. Whitehead eom:.. 
ing. from one of the back rooms-met him in the lobby of the 
bank as he had started out to lunch-Mr. Duncan had: already 
gone. Mr. Whitehead said that Mr. Duncan was out of the. 
bank, and he did not know where the note was, and you told 
him that if Mrs. Whitehead was liable on the note, to go ahead 
with the transaction, and you would pay him. You told 
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him to come up to your offic~, and you would give him a check. 
Q. Did I see the note at that time t 
A. No, Mr. Duncan was out of the bank, and Mr. White-
head said that he didn't know where it was. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Jones: 
Q. Mr. Tredway, Mrs. Whitehead and her attorney had an 
opportunity, from the time of Mr. Whitehead's death up until 
this time, to go there and look at these notes, did they not Y 
A. I imagine so, I don't know. 
Q. Did you talk to Mrs. Whitehead and advise her in re-
gard to her estate, knowing that these notes were in·the bankY 
A. I did not know they were in the bank until Mr. Duncan 
wrote her about them heing there. 
Q. But you did learn they were in there Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. After this letter Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. That was in 1938 Y 
A. September 10th. 
page 69 } Q. :She was sent a notice about them T 
A. Yes. She turned practically all of her ·mail 
over to me to give to Mr. Hurt. 
Q. Do you know when you gave this letter to Mr. Hurtt 
A. No, I am not -positive. There was some little friction 
about this time in regard to her estate, and _she turned the · 
whole thing over to her att9rney, and did not act at all unless 
advised by her attorney. 
page 70 ~ The witness, 
MR. R. A. DUNCAN, 
being recalled, testified as follows: 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
Bv Mr. Hurt: 
• Q. Mr. Duncan, in your letter of September 10th, in which 
you listed the notes endorsed by Mr. Whitehead, tell the court 
and jury whether qr not the notes of C. C. Powell, one for 
$250.00 and one for $300.00 were handled in the same way 
the Rison not~ was handled? 
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A. No, that note was paid 
Q. Was the note of J .. W. · Ramsey's for $1,600.00 handled 
in that same way! ·· 
A. It was. 
Q. Was that note assigned to the principal debtor by the 
bank handled in the way the Rison note was handled t 
A. Exactly the same way. 
Q. How about the L. L. Boswell and H. D. Hedrick notes! 
A. Hedriok's was, but I am not .positive about Boswell's. 
Q. And the Fred A. Mitchell note T 
A. I believe that note was paid before it was ever as-
signed, I would not be positive. 
Q. Aren't you ipistaken about the Ramsey note being 
handled the same way as these others f 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. That is the only note of any considerable size t 
A. I am under the impression that it was handled like the 
others.· 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Jones: 
Q. Mrs. Whitehead stated to the Court and jury that she 
had never ealled·you up and talked to you about these notes 
in oonnootion with her husband's estate. I wish 
page 71 } you would please state whether or not she did, 
on any oooasion, call you up about these notes, and 
this particular note? 
A. I am positive that there were several telephone con-
versations. 
page 72} The witness, 
MRS. MINNIE G-. WHiTEHEAD, 
being recalled, testified as follows: 
DIRECT- EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hurt: 
• Q. Mrs. Whitehead, please tell the <Jourt and jury whether 
,or not Planters Bank and Trust Companr, ever proved the 
notes that were endorsed against Mr. Whitehead's estate. 
A. No. 
Q. Then, as I underst.a.nd you1 Mrs. Whitehead, the bank 
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did not prove any of the notes against the- est~te of your htm-
band, is that eorrecU 
A. That is correct. 
Mr. jones·: We object to that question and an·sw-er~ 
Judge Clement : Objection sustained.. 
.page 73 } The witness,. 
MR. J. HURT WffiTEHEAD, 
being recalled, testified as .follows: 
CROSS EXAMINATION · 
, ' 
By Mr: Hurt~ . . 
Q. Mr. Whitehead, I believe you are one of the officials of 
. Planters Bank, are you not t 
A.. Yes.. · 
Q. Did yon or not ever prove any of these notes-the one 
that Mr. R. D. Whitehead endorsed, or any of the other noteS';, 
liable against the' estate of'R. D. Whitehead·Y 
·A. They were not proved .before the commissioner. Mrs. 
Whitehead was not~~·d of th~ endorsement. . 
Judge Clement: I am instructing the jury that the plain-
tiff here is not required to prove these accounts in the pro-
ceeding lief ore the commissioner of accounts before they have 
an independent suit. 
By Mr. Hurt: Counsel for Mrs. Whitehead excepts to 
that. 
By Mr. Jones: I desire to make a motion in the. absence 
of the jury. · 
Judge Clement: Sheriff, let the jury retire to their rooms. 
By Mr. Jones : The plaintiff moves. to strike the evidence 
of the defendant on the following grounds: 
1st. That the note on which this snit is brought carried on 
its face, ''We makers and endorsers also consent that time 
for payment of, this note may be extended beyond the date 
of·maturity, without notice to us and· without affecting onr 
liability." 
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·'. 2nd. That Mrs. Minnie G. Whitehead,·Executrix, was '-i>ti-
:fi.ed by letter of the manner in which the notes ·would be 
hanclled, and from her own evidence admits this, and· without 
protesting to the bank·.permitted-the notes to be:handled in 
this ~anner ~ntil ~ebruary, 1940, when first protes't:,jv$8 made. 
. . . . 
page: 74 ~ · 1By Judge Olement:. The Court will::sustain the 
. motion made by Mr. Jones to strike the . defend-
ant's ~vidence, and doth acoorqingly strike the evidenc~ int~o-
duced for the defendant, Minnie G. Whitehead, o:ti the ground 
that it constitutes no defense· to this action. · 
By Mr. Hurt: Counsel for Minnie G. Whitehead excepts 
to the ruling of the Court in striking. the evidence of the 
defendant. 
By Judge Clement: Let .the jury return to court. (The 
jury returns). . . 
Gentlemen of the Jury, I ha.ve sustained the motion of the 
plaintiff to strike the evidence of ·.'the defendant, and there , 
is no evidence before you upon which you can base a verdict 
for the defendant, Minnie G. Whitehead, and should you re-
turn a verdict for the defendant, Minnie G. Whitehead, I 
cannot · permit it to :stand, and would have to set it aside. 
You can either write your. verdi'.ct here in open court for the 
plaintiff, or returll: to your room and find such verdict as you 
deem proper. 
. . 
· By Mr .. Hurt: Qounsel for Minnie G. White~ead moves 
that the verdict of the jury be set aside as contrary to the 
law and the evidence, and without evidence to support it; for 
the admission 0£ improper testimony on behalf·of the plain-
tiff over the objections of the defendant; for the refusal .of 
the Court to uphold the speeial plea tendered by the def end-
ant, Minnie G. Whitehead; for the refusal of the court to give 
proper instructions ofrered by the defendant, Minnie G. White., 
head. . . 
By Judge Clement: ¥otion to set aside verdict of the jury 
overruled. 
To which ruling Minnie G. Whitehead. excepted. 
page 75 ~ I, J. T. Clement, Judge of the Circuit Court 
. of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, who presided 
6Q - ~ Sup;re.ll!e .Covitt of .A.pp~~~~~f: ¥.i:rguaj.$.\./ ., : .. 1 
QVer th~ foregoing triaJ, _d~_ per~by' certify tb.at tlte·. · fore-
going- is a true. and correct sten9g:r.4phie copy ·9£:.t~e· rep9_tt 
of all of the . testimony tjlat w~ Jntroduced l)y both pl~~ 
tiff- ~n;<l. q~f tidant, and other inciq.~pts of. the tri_al, includi,ng 
a11: pf~Jt· _tendered and refused;··-~ instr~cti~n~. __ given~ 
amende.(}"::or refused; all exhibits or other writings intro-
duced in}ividenc.e_ or pres~n!ed tQ the .trial court; 1all. qu~~-: 
Wms raised, an9, all rulings t~ereon; in tl!e notice 0£ motion 
proceeding of Planters _Bank &. Trust Company v. Foster. 
Rison, Tunstall Rison, William ~ison, and Minnie G. White; 
head~· Executrix of .R. D. Whi~e~ead, dec~ased, tried .in . the. 
Circuit Oourt .of Pittsylvania Conn~Y,. Virgipi~, on. Septem: 
her 22, 11941. · . · 
And it appears ·in writing that the attorney for the .plaintiff 
has had. reasonable notice of the. time .and place· when the 
report 0£ the testimony and otherincidents of the trial would 
be tendered and presented to the undersigned for certifica..; 
tion; all .of whi~h is _certified ~thin s~ty 4ays after final judgment.· · . · . · . 
· Given under' my hand_ this the 30th day of Octo}ier 1941! 
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J ~dge. of the Ci~euit Court of 
;J?ittsylvania County, Virginia 
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